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INSIDE 
Baseball field faces 
delay in completion 
Athletics Director John 
Garvilla postpoQed the 
development to secure 
fundings for a 
'state-of-the-art' field. 
See page 3 
Thai Night serves up 
taste of culture 
The Thai Student Associa-
tion showcased different 
aspects of Thai culture. 
See page 3 
Tritons get pre-season 
workout versus SLU, 
Mizzou over weekend , 
The Tritons basketball 
teams lost exhibition games 
against the Billikens and 
Tigers during exhibition 
games. 
See pages 6-7 
Find out the buzz 
about 'Bee Movie' 
See page 10 
ON THE WEB 
Web poll results: 
What should be done 
about smoking 
• 
• 
on campus? 
It should be banned. 
Only in designated 
areas. 
Nothing. Current 
policies are fine . 
There should be 
indoor smoking areas. 
It should be allowed 
everywhere on 
campus. 
This week's question: 
Who are you supporting 
in the 2008 presidential 
elections! 
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The Tritons women's soccer team celebrates its 1-0 win in the semifinals of the GLVC tournament over SIU-Edwardsville Friday night. 
Drury defeats 
Tritons in finals 
By LAGUAN FUSE 
SpO/1S Editor 
After beating the number four 
seed Northern Kentucky 3-2 and 
then the number one seed Southern 
Illinois University-Edwardsville 1-
o in the Great Lakes Valley Con-
ference tournament, the UM-St. 
Louis women's soccer team saw 
their championship dreams fall 
short due to penalty kicks . 
The number five seed UM-
St. Louis Tritons lost the GLVC 
championship to the number three 
seed Drury Panthers 5-4 on penalty 
kicks . 
Both teams were evenly 
matched during the game and at 
the end of regulation the score was 
tied at zero. 
The Tritons and the Panthers 
battled through two overtime peri-
ods before the start of the penalty 
kick shootout. 
UM-St Louis players Rachel 
Lee, Amy Fox and Lynn Cerny all 
hit the back of the net on their at-
tempts. 
Drury players Chloe Moushey, 
Kelsy Long and Melissa Perry also 
scored on their penalty kick at-
tempts. 
On the fourth kick for UM-St. 
Louis, Tara Reitz did not convert 
on her penalty kick and opened the 
opportunity for Dnuy to take the 
game and the GLVC champion-
ship. 
After successful kicks by 
Drury's Micah Little and UM-St. 
Louis' Krisie Muesenfechter, it 
all came down to Drury's Sarah 
Goodman. 
Goodman got the ball past UM-
St. Louis' goalkeeper Courtney 
Carmody and with the goal secured 
the GLVC championship as well as 
Drury 's spot in the national tourna-
ment. 
Mary Behrmann started the 
game at goalkeeper for the Tritons 
and recorded three saves in 45 min-
utes played. 
Carmody continued the shutout 
for the rest of regulation, making 
four saves and did not give up a 
goal until the shootout. 
SeeGLVC FINALS,page8 
(ABOVE) Rachel 
Lee celebrates 
with Tara Reitz 
after Reitz's 
goal during the 
semifinal game 
against SlUE 
Friday. 
(RIGHT) Head 
Coach Beth 
Goetz reacts af-
ter UM-St. Louis 
beat top seeded 
SlUE 1-0 Fri-
day night. The 
Tritons went on 
to faee Drury in 
the finals, but 
lost 5-4 in pen-
alty kicks. 
Tritons upset 
top-seed SlUE 
in semifinals 
By PAUL HACKBARTH 
& THOMAS HnToN 
Editor·in-Cbiej and Design Editor 
The Tritons women 's soccer team 
upset the number one seed SIU-Ed-
wardsville in the GLVC tournament 
semifinals Friday night to land a spot 
in the championship match against 
Drury University on Sunday. 
"It's cool that we're coming in 
as the underdogs," goalkeeper Amy 
Boehm said. 
Tara Reitz, midfielder and for-
ward, scored the only goal of the 
game in the 26th minute off of an 
assist by defender Rachel Lee. 
Lee passed the ball out to the far 
side and Reitz was able to go one-
on-one with SID-Edwardsville goal-
keeper Kim Roady. 
The kick sailed to the far comer 
of the net and hushed the SID-Ed-
wardsville home fans. 
The goal marked Reitz's eighth 
of the season and Lee's third assist 
See SEMIFINALS, page 8 
NEW WIRELESS NETWORK DEBUTS • SYSTEM REQUIRES SSO 10 TO LOGON 
Danny ReI&e • SJaJfP~apber 
Christie Flanery, junior, social work, logs onto the new Triton-
Net wireless Internet service for an online clas.s in the Nosh on 
Thursday evening. 
TritonN et receives mixed reactions 
By JUSTI MONTACUE 
Assi..<iafll Copy Editol· 
At 4 a.m. on Monday, Oct 29, 
UM-St. Louis switched its wireless 
network from "ANY" to TritonNet. 
The switch took place one build-
ing at a time, and no wireless could be 
used in any building until that build-
ing was configured for TritonNet. 
The switch was estimated to be 
completed in all buildings on campus 
by 7 a.m. on Oct 29 . 
The switch to TritonNet was met 
with mixed reactions fTom UM-St. 
Louis students. 
"If the room you are in doesn't 
have Wi-Fi when you are download-
ing the program, you can't upload it. 
It wouldn't work for me in SSB," said 
Madiha Amjad, senior, finance, inter-
national business and accounting. 
"The guy in IT told me that the bad 
thing about TritonNet is that if you 
don't constantly update your wireless, 
it won't work," she said. 
"At first, it was really a pain to 
switch over," said Carlo Manaois, se-
nior, political science, "but now it's 
nice not to have to open a compl~telY 
different application. I just tum o~ 
my computer and plug in my wireless 
card, and I'm connected. It's Conve-
nient. 
"With the old way, I had to tum 
on my computer, plug in the wire-
less card, and wait for some random 
program to pop up that IT made yoU 
install. It's a lot smoother this wa}'," 
he said. 
.. ......... , ................ ' ... ..... ; .......... -... ....  , ... ~ .......... . 
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CAMPUS 
CRIMELINE 
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 31 
BOMB THREAT 
On Wednesday person(s) un-
known called the UM-St. Louis 
main campus phone number and 
repol1ed a bomb threat. The caller 
only stated that a bomb was going 
to go off. The phone number was 
traced to an off-campus business 
fax machine. This report was in-
vestigated and determined to be a 
hoax. The investigation is continu-
ing, and if the caller is identified, 
an atTest could be made. 
FRIDAY, NOV. 2 
PROPERlY DAMAGE 2ND DEGREE 
UNIVERSITY MEADOWS 
During a party in one of the 
apartments, the occupant asked 
one of the visitors to leave his 
apartment. Apparently the visitor 
became upset when he was escort-
ed out and punched through three 
glass windows of the apartment. 
The suspect was identified and 
detained by UM-St. Louis police. 
The suspect agreed to pay restitu-
tion for the damages and therefore 
criminal prosecution is unlikciy. 
This matter will also be referred 
to Student Affairs for review of 
code of conduct violations. 
The UA[-St. Louis Pofice De-
partment is open 24 hours a day. 
If you see anyone that looks suspi-
cious or out of place you are ell-
cOU/'aged to call/he UM-St. Louis 
Police at 516-5155 or 911 if it is 
an emergency. 
Remember that crime preven-
(ion is a community effort, and 
anyone having inf ormation con-
. cem ing these or any other ill i-
dents should contact the campus 
police. 
CORRECTIONS 
I " , 
The Current regrets that · some-
times in 0111' making of this pub-
lication. we make mistakes. What 
we do !wt regret is correcting our 
mistakes. To report any correc-
tions thllt need (0 be made, please 
ontact The Currellt at 314-516-
51 74 or by email at thecunelll@ 
umsl. edu. 
III the Del. 29, 2007 issue of 
The O UTen!. the following cor-
rection need to be made.' 
On page 12, the incorrect date 
was printed for the women's soc-
cer semifinal game against SIU-
Edwardsville. The date should 
have said Nov. 2, not Nov. 4. 
Read it. Then 
do with it as 
you please. 
Show your mom. 
Use it as umbrella. 
Recycle It. 
New coaster? 
Sell it. 
'11 Y)d\\O,) 
Give it to charity. 
Trade it. 
lIhc ltUITfnt 
VISIO ARTISTS PLAYS TO HIS ART 
Danny Reise· SlaffPbolqsrapber 
Traditional Puerto Rican music was played during the gallery opening for the Inez Guzman exhibit at Gallery Visio Thursday called 
"Of rend as II: Altares That Have Survived." The exhibit features a Puerto Rican artist that explores the nature of altars that have 
survived slavery and oppression to resurface throughout contemporary times. 
Your weekly calendar of campus events 
MONDAY, NOV. 5 
Text & Image -An 
Illustrated Talk 
Monday oon S ries: ath-
erine Gass, assistant profe sor of 
photography at the School of the 
Art Insli tute of Chicago. 12: I 5 
p.m. 229 1.c. J,lenney Confer-
ence cnter, free., http l/www .. 
mnsLeduJ-conted/mondaynoon/ 
Photochemistry 
Colloquium 
"Photochemistry as a Tool 
for Glycopeptide and Peptide 
Thioester Synthesis." Katja Mi-
chael. a ociate professor of 
chemistry at the University of 
Texas at EI Paso, 4 p.m., 451 
Benton Hall, free. and please call 
5311 for more information. 
Be a Comma 
Queen/King 
Everyone has questions about 
comma usage. Workship offers 
easy explanations of comma 
rules and sentence structure. The 
event is free and open and will be 
in SSB 409 from 5 p.m. to 5:30 
p.m. Call David Linzee at 5950 
for more information. 
TUESDAY, NOV. 6 
The Book of Irish 
American Poetry 
Reading, "The Book of Irish 
American Poetry," Daniel To-
bin, author and poet, 12:30 p.m., 
331 Social Sciences & Business 
Building, free, call 7299 for 
more information. 
Colloquium and 
Performance 
"Megan Terry: The Mother 
of American Feminist Theater," 
Vassiliki Rapti, assistant teaching 
professor of foreign languages 
and literatures at UM-St. Louis, 
3:30 p.m., 206 Clark Hall , free. 
Call 5581 for more information. 
Basketball Free Throw 
& Hot Shots Contest 
1 J a.m. to 1 p.m at the Mark 
Twain Gym, open to everyone. 
Mens and Womens Shooting 
Contest. Just Be There! For Info: 
Campus Recreation at 5326. 
'Avoiding the Burnout' 
Workshop 
225 MSC at the Center for 
Shldent Success .. How to identify 
academic burnout and the strate-
gies that will help you succeed in 
college. Learn to use techniques 
to keep yourself motivated and 
reach your goals. For more in-
formationa call Chad Hoffer at 
5014. 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 7 
Reading by Valerie 
Vogrin 
Reading, Valerie Vi grin, as-
sistant profe or of Engl ish at 
outhem lIlinois Un iversity Ed-
wards\; lle, 7 p.m., 493 Ltl as 
Hall, fr call 5590 for more in-
formation. 
Concert: A Choral 
Aourish 
niversity Singers and Vocal 
Point, 7:30 p.m. ,Anheuser-Busch 
Performance Hall , Blanche M. 
Touhill Performing Arts Center, 
fi·ee , call the Touhill at 5980 for 
information on the show. 
The Power of Optimism 
and Attitude 
2 p.m. to 2:45 p.m. at 225 
MSC at the Center for Student 
Success. Our thinking greatly 
affects our self-esteem and the 
way we relate to others. The 
level of self-esteem can be an 
important characteristic of suc-
cess. This workshop will teach 
you how to take an active role 
in building your self-esteem in 
a positive way. For Info: Chad 
Hoffer at 5014. 
Student Success 
Workshop 
11 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. at 225 
MSC at the Center for Student 
Success. Does taking a test or 
performing in front of a group 
fi'eak you out? This workshop 
shows how thoughts affect be-
havior and how to change those 
thoughts to help you achieve 
your goals. 
Sexual Harassment 
Prevention 
Sexual Harassment Aware-
ness and Prevention Briefing: 
1 p.m. to 3 p.m. in Optometry 
A at Marilac Hall. Open to the 
public. This briefing and training 
session is required for anyone 
with supervisory responsibility. 
All faculty and staff are encour-
aged to attend. Call Cindy Willis 
at 5695 for more information. 
Job Search Strategies 
2 p.m. at 278 MSC. Learn 
about networking, Internet re-
sources and other job search 
techniques. This free, one-hour 
workshop is open to cunent UM-
St. Louis students and alumni. 
Visit om web site at http://www-
careers.umsl.edu to register. 
SGA Green Committee 
SGA will have its Green 
Committee meeting in the SGA 
Chambers at 2 p.m. For more 
info: http://www.sga.umsl.edu. 
"What's Current" is a free service for all student organizations 
and campus departments Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. the 
Thursday before publication. Space consideration is given to student 
organizations and is on a first-come, first-served basis. We suggest 
all postings be submitted at least one week prior t o the event. Email 
event listings to thecurrent@umsl.edu 
All listings use 516 prefixes unless otherwise indicated. 
RlePboio 
Relay For Life kicks off its second event this Thursday at 4:30 
p.m. in the Nosh. The main Relay For Life event is April 13·14. 
THURSDAY, NOV. 8 
Relay For Life Kickoff 
4:30 p.m. at the Nosh in the 
MSC. Come out and help us 
kickoff the 2008 Relay For Life 
of Ul\tISL!! If you want more 
information about what Relay is, 
how to form a team, our theme, 
or anything else about Relay, 
make sure you join us!! http :// 
www.umslrelay.com 
Is that your Final 
Answer? 
11 a.m . to 11:45 a.m. at 225 
MSC at the Center for Shldent 
Success. Does taking a test or 
performing in front of a group 
freak you out? This workshop 
shows how thoughts affect be-
havior and how to change those 
thoughts to help you achieve 
your goals. 
'How to be a wise 
consumer' Presentation 
11 a.m. to Noon in the SGA 
Chambers in the MSC. Discus-
sion about "How to be a wise 
consumer." A BBB representa-
tive will discuss how to avoid 
getting ripped off, the right ques-
tions to ask as th.e buyer, and 
protections once you own the 
product. Question/answer ses-
sion to follow. For more infor-
mation call 4853. 
Transformers Movie 
Viewing 
Come watch Transformers 
(2007) in the Pilot house for 
FREE at 7 p.m. 
FRIDAY, NOV. 9 
SGA Meeting 
12:30 p.m. at the SGA cham-
bers. The meeting is open to the 
public. 
Physics and Astronomy 
Colloquium 
Dr. David Horne of UM-St. 
Louis, will discuss observations 
of dust and ice optical depth over 
the cold Martian poles using the 
MGS Thermal Emission Spec-
trometer. The event is open to 
the public. 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. at 
328 Benton Hall. For more in-
formation call Alice Canavan at 
5933. 
Amnesty International 
Mokabe's Coffee House 
- Arsenal, just west of Grand. 
The School of Americas is a US 
Anny combat school that trains 
Latin American Soldiers. SOA 
graduates have committed atroc-
ities including massacres of en-
tire communitie. Please join st. 
Louisians and Amnesty in saying 
NO! to SOA and look forward to 
readings, speakers, music, and 
coffee! Email kernr9@umsl.edu 
for more info. 7 p.m. 
SATURDAY, NOV. 10 
Korean Night 
The Korean Student Asso-
ciation will be hosting Korean 
Night, which is an opportunity 
for students, faculty, and staff to 
learn about Korea and Korean 
culture. The event starts at 6 
p.m. and goes to 9 p.m. 
MONDAY, NOV. 12 
Amnesty Meeting 
Join Amnesty Internationa1-
UMSL on Monday, November 
12 in 316 MSC @ 2:30pm for 
one of our meetings. Become an 
advocate for people that do not 
have a voice! All are welcome! 
EmaiJ Kristi, kernr9@urnsl.edu 
for more information. 
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- LETTERS TO THE EDITOR -
Letters to the editor should be brief, and 
those not exceeding 250 words wi ll be 
given preference. We edit letters for clarity 
and length, not for dialect, correctness, 
intent or grammar. All letters must be signed 
and must include a daytime phone number. 
Students must include their student 10 
numbers. Faculty and staff must include 
their title(s) and departrnent(s). Editor-in-
chief reserves the right to respond to letters. 
The Current reserves the right to deny 
letters. 
ABOUT US 
The Current is published weekly on 
Mondays. Advertising rates are available 
upon request; terms. conditions and 
restrictions apply. 
The Current, financed in part by student 
activities fees, is not an official publication 
of UM-St. Louis. 
The University is not responsible for the 
content of The Current and/or its policies. 
Commentary and columns reflect the 
opinion of the individual author. 
Unsigned editorials reflect the opinion 
of the majority of the Editorial Board. The 
Current requests the courtesy of at least 
24-hour advance notice for all events to be 
covered. Advertisements do not necessarily 
reflect the opinion ofThe Current its staff . 
members or the University. 
All materials contained in each printed and 
online issue are property of The Current and 
may not be reprinted, reused or reproduced 
without the prior, expressed and written 
consent ofThe Current. 
First copy is free; all subsequent copies are 
25 cents and are available at the offices of 
The Current. 
ADVERTISING 
All UM·St. Louis students, alumni, faculty 
and staff are entitled to free classified 
advertisements of 40 words or less. 
The Current also offers display 
advertisements at a rate of $8.75 per 
column inch for off campus advertisers 
and $7 .75 for on campus organizations 
and departments. Various discounts may 
apply. To receive an advertising rate card, 
contact our advertising or business staff or 
download a rate card from our Web site at 
www.thecurrentonline.com/adrates 
AFFtllATIONS 
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Completion of baseball field delayed until 2010 
By JEREMY TRICE 
StafflJfriler 
The UM-St. Louis Tritons base-
ball team will have to wait a li ttle 
longer for its new baseball field. 
While planning for the project is 
currently in progress to provide the 
Tritons with a baseball field, it will 
not be ready for play until 201 O. 
TIle new field will be on South 
Campus where the old NOITIlandy 
Hospital currently stands. 
The hospital is also up for demo-
lition in the future, but no date has 
been set as of yet. 
There has been a baseball team at 
UM-St. Louis since 1968, but it has 
been a while since the Triton slug-
gers have had a field which they can 
call their own. 
John Garvilla, athletic director 
for the University said he chose to 
postpone the development of the 
field in order to create a functional 
and long lasting "state of the art" 
field. 
The development of the new 
field is being paid for through the 
University, which has secured some 
funding for the large project. 
Garvilla said he is working with 
Joe Cole, assistant athletic direc-
tor for extemal relations, and Cole 
is "looking to secure funds through 
corporate sponsors, other devel-
opment p31iners, facility naming 
Lights, and also working with Vice 
Chancellor Tom Eschen." 
Garvilla said he hopes to have a 
field created of a synthetic surface, 
which, according to Garvilla, is "a 
poly-type fiber which resembles 
blades of grass and is three inches 
long, packed with artificial sand." 
"The entire field will be made of 
thc synthetic surface," Garvilla said. 
"It minimizes maintenance costs." 
Garvilla said the synthetic sur-
face field could be "utilized for other 
purposes." 
Garvilla said the cost of the 
new baseball field would be "hard 
to gauge." He added that a quality 
baseball field would cost "$2 to $5 
million dollars, but no less than $2 
million." 
The cost factors include the ficld 
itself, but also a scoreboard, parking 
lot, dugout and seating, among other 
things a baseball field would need. 
If thcre was a standard grass field, 
Garvilla said that "more than likely, 
the baseball coach would want to 
maintain it himself with some as-
sistance." 
The expected completion of the 
field is still unknown, though the 
project is currently in motion. Ac-
cording to Garvilla, "there is a lot of 
preliminary work to be done." 
The "preliminary work" Garvilla 
referred to includes the bid process 
in which contractors make bids , the 
deconstruction of the old Normandy 
Hospital, excavation of the ruins and 
construction of the field itself. 
Leading the project is Sam Da-
randari, director of Facilities Plan-
ning, who Garvilla said is "ex-
tremely knowledgeable" and an 
"engineering expert." 
Garvilla and Darandari will "en-
sme a state-of-the-art facility." 
Last season, the UM-St. Louis 
baseball team hosted visitors at GCS 
Ballpark in Sauget, Il\., which is the 
home of the Gateway Grizzlies. 
Where the Tritons will play this 
coming season has yet to be deter-
mined. 
Traditional Thai musicans perform at the annual Thai Night sponsored by the Thai Student Association Saturday in the Pilot House. 
Thai night brings taste of East to UMSL 
By SARAH O'BRIEN 
I\'ell ~ Edilor 
On Saturday night. the Thai Stu-
dent Association hosted Thai Night 
2007 "Loy Krathong" in the Pilot 
House. 
The night began at 6 p.m. with a 
welcome speech and a story about 
the history of Loy Krathong. which 
is a festival celebrated across Thai-
land that falls in the month of :\0-
vember in the American calendar. 
Loy Krathong is celebrated by 
floating small rafts filled with can-
dles and incense down a river. 
After the history of Loy Kra-
thong was told, a blessing d311ce 
took place for the gathering. 
Student members of the TSA 
dressed up in traditional Thai dress 
and at 6:40 p.m. served Thai food to 
all in attendance. 
The menu included a vegetable 
3l1d egg salad, a papaya salad called 
" Som Tam." two types of curry, a 
stir fried vegetable plate and a stir 
fiied noodle dish. 
The food was served buffet style 
wi th desserts such as "Bua loy" and 
"Tako" at the end. 
The scrvers lo aded up attendees 
plates with each di sh, and served 
soda as well as "Thai iced tea." 
During dinner, there was a musi-
cal performance on traditional Thai 
instruments as well as a 1311tem 
dance. 
During the lantern dance , the 
ligh ts in the Pilot House were 
dimmed while young women 
danced holding lotus l311tems. 
Another young \".-oman took 
the stage shortly after to perform 
a dance with two fa ns to tradition-
al music . Behind the fan dancer 
flashed photos of other fan dances. 
The dancer was elaborately dressed 
in pink with gold trimming with a 
matching fan in each hand. 
The remainder of the night , 
guests and students took the stage 
to pClform Thai special martial 
arts and the traditional Ram Wong 
dance . 
In betwe ,n dances and perfor-
mances. the T SA held drawings 3lld 
trivi a gam s, rewardi ng prizes to 
part ic ipating audience members. 
The T A held Thai N ight in 
October 1006 wh i h was themed 
"Long Liv the King". 
Tic ket for this year' Thai night 
, 'ere ei ght dollar . The cost covered 
the me~l and the performances as 
well as the drawing p ri zes and small 
g ifts given at th d or. 
For more in fonnation about 
TSA and Thai night. vi it the TSA 
Web site at http :,,'www.umsl. edu/ 
- thailand '. 
Center for Nanoscience encourages integration, discovery 
By SARAH O'BRIEN 
Nett'S Editor 
The new Center for N3110science 
at thc William L. Clay Bui\ding had 
an open house Tuesday evening. 
The Center for Nanoscience was 
previously known as the Center for 
Molecular ElectTonics. After the di-
rector of the Center for Nanoscience 
Jimmy Liu was hired, he looked at 
the center's future and decided it 
needed ren31ning. 
Liu, a former employee of Mon-
santo for 12 years, came to the Uni-
versity and specifically, the Center 
for Nanoscience to develop an in-
terdisciplinary relationship between 
scientific researchers. 
One of the first things Liu did was 
hire Kendra Perry as the director for 
business and government relations . 
"Part of Kendra Peny's job re-
sponsibility is to attract funding 
from govemment, industry, private 
foundations and individual donors. " 
Liu said. 
Liu said be believes that receiv-
ing governnlent and business fund-
ing for the center's research is im-
portant in furthering the program at 
the Center for Nanoscience. 
"We're doing very well," Liu 
said of receiving funding from the 
government and businesses in the 
industry. "We receive £5 or $6 mil-
lion of educational funding.» 
Liu also said businesses such as 
Solae, Monsanto, Pfizer and Boeing 
provide pieces of expensive research 
M'atthew Hill· PIx>Io FDilor 
Dr. Jingyue (Jimmy) Liu, director of UM-St. Louis' new Center for Nanoscience, talks about the 
uses of the scanning electron microscope. The SEM differs from a regular light microscope in 
that it uses electrons to reach a magnification of up to 200,OOOx. 
equipment to the center in exchange 
for being allowed to occasionally 
use the equipment and labs for their 
own researcJl. 
Liu said while working at Mon-
santo, he and his colleagues often 
stumbled upon a lack of interdisci-
plinary research among employees. 
"Here we're trying (0 get dif-
ferent disciplines to work together 
instead of you work on your own 
research 3lld J work on my own ," he 
said. "The industry wants more in-
tegration. " 
Other campuses in Missouri have 
separate research disciplines. 
UM-St. Louis' center is unique 
in tIle way that biologists, cllemists , 
physicists and the like have the op-
portunity to v,'Ork together on com-
plex research. 
The Center for Nanoscience is 
cUITently working on researching 
fuel cells as well as Alzheinler 's di s-
ease and cancer. 
Dr. Zhi Xu, associate professor 
of chemistry and biochemistry, has 
a patent for the discovery of means 
for a non-invasive diabetes glucose 
meter. 
Xu has two patents issued and 
five in the filing process for active 
inventions here at the University. 
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Brandon 
Wildman, 
sophomore, 
business 
administra-
tion, smokes 
on campus 
in between 
his classes. 
Wildman 
said, "There 
is a differ-
ence be-
tween good 
smokers 
and bad. 
The good 
ones don't 
throw their 
cigarette 
butts on the 
ground or 
stand right 
outside an 
entrance to a 
building." 
Danny Reise· 
!:JI_","=-~~~::"""...:J Slaj(Pbolograpber 
New organization 
looks for smoke-
free solutions 
By THOMAS HELTON 
DeSign Edito)" 
UM-St. Louis will begin to see a 
new era of student organizations on 
campus. 
Peers Advocating Smoke-free 
Solutions (PASS) is a student group 
that is being advocated by Student 
Government Association Comptrol-
ler Katie Moore. 
"PASS is not yet recognized on 
Ul\1SL's campus and is just now 
starting to gather some members. We 
started at thc beginning of the school 
year," Moore said. 
PASS is one of the programs that 
is a part of CASE, or Campus-Com-
munity Alliances for Smoke-Free 
Environments, which is a Missouri-
v.'ide program. 
CASE was set up by researchers 
to evaluate the effects of secondhand 
smoke and to advo ate smoke-free 
m ·ironmenlS . ASE has worked 
with campu c in Missouri including 
UM -Ro lla and UM-Columbia, both 
which have the PASS program. 
"PASS members would work to 
decrease smoking and exposure to 
secondhand smoke tJlfough educa-
ti on, advocacy and community in-
volvement" Moore said of the role 
of PASS at UM-St. Louis. 
Moore went on to say that the 
first pliority of PASS is to educate 
the campus on the dangers of sec-
ondhand smoke. 
One of the ways PASS is trying to 
raise interest is through a Facebook 
group calJed PASS that currently has 
76 members. 
However, this new organization 
has come WitJl some opposition. 
William Keen, senior, mathematics 
and computer science, has started a 
group called No PASS! and is trying 
to find a compromise. 
"To enforce a ban is an uncom-
prising postion and limits personal 
liberty," Keen said. He also said that 
there should not be a strict enforce-
ment with legislation of punishment. 
Moore said, "I agree they have 
the right to smoke, but I would pre-
fer that tbey not hatTIJ me in the pro-
cess." 
"J think this problem could be 
simply solved. If you walk out of 
any door on campus, you will see 
an ashtray within 5 feet of that vari-
able door. Get rid of most of the 
ashtrays," Keen said. "Just give the 
smokers one area by a door for every 
building, and the non-smokers who 
are offended can choose (0 avoid that 
door. 
"Smoker.; don' t llave to go far to 
indulge, and non-smokers don't ha\·e 
to walk through the smoke. Ev~ry­
one is happy. Most smokers respect 
the concems of non-smokers, and 
we simply want that same respect for 
our concerns," he said. 
A t an SGA meeting two weeks 
ago , Moore brought up the topic of 
a smoking ban for discussion, which 
prompted debate on the issue. 
Moore also said that if PASS suc-
ceeded in banning smoking on cam-
pus, their focus would be educating 
the students, faculty and staff about 
the dangers of smoking and sccond-
hand smoke. 
PASS is currently seeking ap-
proval to become a recognized stu-
dent organization. Moore says she is 
trying to find students interested in 
the cause. 
UMSL full-time employees' 
salaries available online 
By THOMAS HELTON 
Design Editor 
Starting this week. the 2007 UM-
St. Louis salaries will be placed on-
line for viewing. 
The salaries will be in Microsoft 
Excel format and can be sOited by 
department, name, position or pay. 
The tvvo reports are broken up into 
full-time hourly employees and full-
time salary employees . 
According to Pete Heithaus, di-
rector of Hutn311 Resources , salaries 
are nonnally made avai lable online 
two years after each report has been 
made by the Secretary of State and 
the Missouri Blue Book (hrtp:l/wv.'W. 
sos. mo .gov/BlueBook1200 5 -20061 
personnel.asp). 
All salary rep0l1s are kept on 
record in the reference section at 
the Thomas Jefferson and Ward E. 
Bames libraries, but the library is not 
respons ible for making the document 
available electronically. 
Each year, the Missouri Secretary 
of State updates the SOS Official 
Manual, which includes personnel in 
Chapter 10. Every public government 
employee in the state C311 be found in 
the Missouri Blue Book. 
According to these repolts, the 
average overall salary is $48,071.02 
and the total salary for non-wage 
employees is $70.41 million, across 
1,465 employees. 
TIlere are also 807 full-time wage 
based employees, whose wages range 
from $6.50 an hour for tutoring and 
$3 1.25 for chemistry research aids . 
The highest 25 paid employees 
make up 6 percent of the salaries but 
are only I percent of the University. 
Those top 25 are diverse in position 
ranging from professors to adminis-
trators. 
The four highest paid employ-
ees are Chancellor Thomas George 
at $278,646, Dean of the College 
of Business Administration Keith 
Womer at $2 10,999.96, Provost Glen 
Cope at $210,999.96, and Curators ' 
Professor Charles Chui at $196,575. 
Professors together make-up 
about 45 percent of the total salary 
base for UM-St. Louis, ranging from 
full-time professors to those with ad-
junct status. 
The University is a lso required to 
release budgets for departments. 
According to the FY2006 Original 
Expenditure Budget, the chancellor 's 
office has two line items: "Chancel-
lor-Special Units" and "Chancel-
lor." Under "Chancellor," salaries 
and wages total $463,593 and staff 
benefits total $111,774. The total ex-
penditures for the chancellor's office 
totaled $1.84 million. 
Kw}"1U radio, located in Lu-
cas Hall, was reported at spending 
$221 ,000 on salaries under vice 
chancellor of Administrative Ser-
vices. Of the employees listed on the 
salary report, the University is pay-
ing $1,189,050 in salaries to KWMU 
employees, 
The Chancellor and Jim Krueger, 
vice chancellor for Managerial and 
Technological services, did not re-
spond to questions from The Current 
last week. 
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"Our Opinion" reflects 
the majority opinion of 
the Editorial Board. 
WE WANT TO 
HEAR FROM YOU 
As a forum for public 
expression on campus, 
The Current welcomes 
letters to the editor and 
guest commentaries 
from students, faculty, 
staff members and oth-
ers concerned with issues 
relevant to the University 
of Missouri- St. Louis. 
Letters to the edi-
tor should be brief, and 
those not exceeding 200 
words will be given pref-
erence. We edit letters 
for clarity and length, 
not for dialect, correct-
ness, intent or grammar. 
All letters must include a 
daytime phone number, 
Students must include 
their student ID numbers. 
Faculty and staff must 
include their title(s) and 
department(s) Editor-in-
chief reserves the right 
to respond to letters. The 
Current reserves the right 
to deny letters. 
Guest commentaries 
are typically longer (gen-
erally 400-600 words) 
on a specific topic of in-
terest to readers. If you 
are interested in writing 
a guest commentary, 
please contact The Cur-
rent's editor-in-chief. 
CONTACT US 
Mail: 
One University Blvd. 
Room 388 MSC 
St. Louis, MO 63121 
Email: 
thecurrent@umsl.edu 
~hf Q:UITfllt 
OUR INION 
Elizabeth Gearhart • }//lJ.51raJor 
Campus smoking ban 
has upsides, downsides 
PRO: STRIKE UP THE BAN 
While thcre have been reports by 
many different agenc ies about the 
thre::!t of secondhand smoke. a ma-
jority agree that secondhand smoke 
alone can lead to harmful effects 
such as cancer. 
Organizations like PASS come 
in to the spotlight not because of a 
politi cal movement, but because 
smdents are concerned and do not 
want to be affected wi th -omeone 
else 's personal decision. 
One might argue that smoking af-
tcr a certain amount of time is not a 
personal decision but an llddiction. 
However, sympathy for addicts 
should be an option, not a require-
ment. Students should not have to 
put up with SOllleone's secondhand 
smoke because of pity. 
Perhaps smokers who are having 
a tough time quitting will be more 
likely to if they are not allowed to 
smoke anywhere on campus. 
Two main restrictions ha\-e been 
presented: baIlIling smokin)! alto-
gether on campus and having des ig-
nated smoking areas. 
Over time. common law has 
shown that individual rigb ts cease 
when so meone else' individual 
li ghts are infringed upon. 
/I.·loving the ashtrays further away 
from door .vays may belp when it is 
not raining or snowing, but without 
enf01'cement. there-will sfiU be those 
who do not respect the designated 
areas. 
Other universities and cities have 
banned smoking in public places. 
While some of these new laws re-
malI1 challenged in court, there has 
yet to be any removal. 
All article in The Nel\' York Times 
last week showed a shIdy in New 
York City of the effect the smoking 
ban had on business and entertain-
ment venues. 
The shIdy shO\ved there was no 
negative effect on the businesses. In 
fact, there was an increase in sales 
and activity. most likely because 
of the smoke-free environment. If 
smoking is banned, it may make a 
few smokers unhappy. However, it 
will increase the overall \vell-being 
of the campus, as what happened in 
New York City. 
Taken as a whole, however, a 
smoking ban will make for a safer, 
cleaner environment on campus 
and promote good health to our shI-
dents. 
CON: DON'T TREA D ON ME 
There are too many holes to count 
in the argument that secondhand 
smoke causes cancer or kills people. 
There are tons of items on the 
market that cause cancer, yet expo-
sure to secondhand smoke seems to 
get a lot more lUldeserved attention. 
The anti -smoking tirade started 
because some people thought the to-
bacco companies were intentionally 
h-ying to kill people. 
\"'hile all of these marketing 
techniques have not suited eveI-y-
one, there are plenty of deterrents to 
smoking, and in no way, is someone 
forced to smoke. 
In England, cigarettes have giant 
bold letters that take up half of the 
packs that say "SMOKING KILLS," 
but people still smoke. 
ShIdents, faculty and staff have 
the right to choose what they want to 
do. On public property, the govern-
ment or any governmental arm does 
not have the right to limit what per-
sonal decisions people make. 
It should not be student gov-
ernment's responsbility to create a 
policy on smoking that also affects 
faculty, staff and administrators, as 
well as guests who visit campus. 
All of the arguments assume that 
smokers could care less about every-
one else, when in fact, if asked nice-
ly, most smokers would likely move 
away from the doorways. 
The same people who argue 
that they do not want to breathe the 
smoke from a cigarette are willing to 
breathe in exhaust from cars or eat 
processed foods that may give them 
a heart attack. 
Limiting smoking to designat-
ed area may also negatively affect 
businesses on acmpus, like Bank of 
America, which has anATM outisde 
the Social Sciences and Business 
Building, which is a popular smok-
ing area. 
By banning smoking in that area, 
Bank of America could interpret that 
as possibly losing circulation to the 
machine if smoking areas have to be 
a certain distance away. 
How do you feel about 
the topics we've covered? 
• Limiting Smoking 
You can make your voice 
heard in a variety of ways! 
UNDER 
By Danny Reise • Staff Photographer 
What do you think 
of t he new TritonNet 
wireless Internet? 
What do you think? Send your own response 
to thecurrent@umsl.edu or talk about it in our 
online forums at www.thecurrentonline.com 
• Mitt Romney 
• U.S. Economy 
• Submit a letter to the editor 
• Write a guest commentary 
Eric Bauner 
Junior 
Media Studies 
"It seems like a potential 
breach of privacy when it 
forces students looking 
for wireless access to sign 
over the complete use and 
surveillance of their pc." 
Jennifer Wolf 
Senior 
Business Administration 
"I don't like that I had to 
download additional software 
to run TritonNet. We had to 
download software for the 
VPN as well. It's ridiculous. On 
the bright side, the signal is 
stronger. " 
November 5, 2007 
EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT 
Belief in superstitions 
linked to political views 
Last week dur-
ing Halloween while 
trick-or-treating, did 
you see any ghosts? 
How about any black 
cats? UFOs? 
in their voting and 
campaigning hab-
its_ 
The answers to 
those questions may 
depend on your po-
litical views. At 
least, that is what a 
recent poll conduct-
ed by the Associated 
PresslIpsos indicated 
in its survey of about 
1,000 Americans in 
By PAUL HACKBARTH 
Conceivably, the 
likelihood of beliefs 
may stem from the 
general philosophy 
that Democratic 
voters tend to favor 
social programs and 
legislation that help 
the "working man," 
who needs all the 
luck he can get. Editor-in-CbieJ However, be-
mid-October. 
This month marks one year until 
the 2008 elections, and American 
voters are gearing up by starting to 
align themselves with candidates 
that fit most closely to their own po-
litical viev,--points. 
Democrats and Republicans each 
have their own beliefs on how the 
country should be run and how much 
of a role government should play in 
society. 
When it comes to issues such 
as abortion, cloning, taxes, foreign 
relations and so forth, political par-
ties have, for the most part, separate 
stances when it comes time to vote_ 
However, what about candidates' 
other beliefs such as the belief in su-
perstitions? 
According to last month's API 
Ipsos poll results, Democrats are 
more likely than Republicans to be 
superstitious about opening an um-
brella indoors, four-leaf clovers and 
grooms seeing brides before the 
wedding. 
Democrats are also generally 
more likely to report seeing a ghost, 
results of the poll showed. 
The poll did not give reasons why 
the difference existed, but it may ex-
plain why the Democrats took over 
Congress during the midterm elec-
tions in 2006. 
Maybe Democratic voters and 
candidates relied on superstitions 
STAFF VIEWPOINT 
lieving in supersti-
tions as to why the 
Democrats now control Congress is 
somewhat superstitious in itself, but 
the results of the poll seem to reveal 
that Americans' beliefs are in need 
of some prioritizing. 
What was most surprising in the 
APlIpsos poll results was whether 
participants were Democrats or Re-
publicans, about 34 percent of the 
poll takers indicated that they be-
lieve in ghosts and unidentilled fly-
ing objects, while only 31 percent 
believe in George W. Bush. 
More people believe in ghosts 
and UFOs than in what President 
Bush is doing for the country. 
To put that in perspective, other 
recent AP/lpsos polls revealed that 
36 percent of Americans said they 
are baseball fans and 37 percent said 
the United States made the right de-
cision to invade Iraq. 
Vv'hile Bush may feel haunted 
Imowing more people enjoy Amer-
ica's favorite pastime than believe 
in him, it worries me that the future 
of the U.S. government lies in the 
hands of votcrs who believe more in 
spook]' stories and superstitions than 
in their commander-in-chief. 
In an ever-increasing supersti-
tious world, it is shameful to know 
Americans have more faith in the 
ullknown and the unproven than in 
how their elected leader is runnillg 
their nation. 
Romney plan looks good 
on paper, but will it work? 
When you watch the 
most recent Republican 
debates, you might no-
tice a few 800 pound 
gorillas sitting behind 
all of the elephants try-
ing to sow up their par-
ty's nomination to our 
highest office. 
face stiffer income 
tax penalties. Romney 
characterized the bold 
move as emphasizing 
personal responsibil-
ity for each and ev-
ery citizen. The state 
law, signed in April 
of 2006, went into full 
effect in July 2007. One of those gorillas 
is wearing O.R. scru b8 
and is curiously search-
ing for the wisdom that 
makes former Mas-
sachusetts Gov. Mitt 
By STUART REEVES 
Romney has since 
taken his proposal to 
the ShImp fiercely to 
implement this plan StaffIVriter 
Romney certain that a 
state healthcare plan is a good model 
for a solving our national healthcare 
woes. 
This plan that has been in effect 
for less than six months and has yet 
to provide any meaningful data to 
suggest success. 
As governor from 2003 to 2007, 
Romney signed into a law a plan that 
required every uninsured citizen to 
purchase their own health insurance 
instead of relying on state welfare 
such as Medicairl and Medicare. 
Romney's plan establisherl a slid-
ing scale based on income that deter-
mined how much of their premium an 
individual was required to cover out 
of their own pocket. The state would 
then subsidize the remainder. 
Those that chose not to purchase 
their own health insurance would 
nationally, with a few 
caveats. 
First, in true republican fashion 
and as to avoid accusations of "Big 
Government" coming to a town near 
you, Romney wants each state to im-
plement this model and decide how 
they will use their dollars to subsi-
dize the premium-wage earned gap 
for low-income earners. 
Second, he wants each state to 
ease their respective statutory regu-
lations on the insurance industry. 
The hope is, between easing cost-
ly compliance and reporting laws and 
giving insurance companies a greater 
customer base by literally driving 
business their way, market factors 
will have a deflating effect on health-
care costs nationwide. 
See ROMNEY PLAN, page 5 
Drew Garrett 
Senior 
Computer Science 
Fahad Aljaman 
Freshman 
Undeclared 
Gabriel Santos 
Junior 
International Business 
"It has its problems, 
but it's nice to not 
have to login." 
"It's stupid for Vista 
users. Why does UM·St. 
louis not change its 
system?" 
"It's slow, it's too much 
bureaucracy and looks 
complicated." 
November 5, 2007 
SCHNCE COLUMN 
World Ecology (enter to hold 
conversation on conservation 
"be 2007 Whitney and Anna 
Haris Conservation Forum takes 
plae at the st. Louis Zoo's The Liv-
ingWorld on Thursday, Nov. 8. It is 
.a dylong event that includes work-
shos and exhibits. 
'[he campus' Whitney R. Harris 
WVld Ecology Center and UM-St. 
Lois cosponsor the annual Conser-
vaion Forum with Missouri Botani-
ca Garden, Missouri Department of 
ClIlservation and the St. Louis Zoo. 
1'Iis year the topic is Missouri Ozark 
fcests and the forum is titled "Mis-
soo Ozark Forest Ecosystem Proj-
et (MOFEP): Forests Forever?" 
Conservation experts will dis-
ass the health of and challenges 
Missouri forests . Keynote speak-
include David Gwaze, Resource 
,cientist at Missouri Department 
,[ Conservation, Richard Guyette, 
)f Department of Forestry at Uni-
versity of Missouri-Columbia, and 
Wendy Gram, of Sam Noble Okla-
homa Museum of Natural History at 
University of Oklahoma. 
, David Gwaze's talk is titled "An I overview of the Missouri Ozark For-est Ecosystem Project (MOFEP)" The Missouri Ozark Forest Ecosys-
tem project is a collaborative effort 
to examine the ecosystem and its 
responses in as many aspects as pos-
sible. 
Started in 1991, MOFEP is one 
of the most comprehensive ecologi-
cal studies of upland oak forest ever 
undertaken. The project includes re-
search on a variety of flora and fau-
na, plus soil, land types, geological 
and climate of the ecosystem. The 
project draws together data from nu-
merous associated research projects. 
UM-St. Louis faculty involved in 
'this project include Robert Marquis 
and John Landosky. 
Richard Guyette speaks on 
"From Ozark fire scars to a North 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Campus Safety 
I am \,,-riring in response to the 
UMSL-wide c-mail that was sent 
out in regard to the latest assault at 
Mansion Hills. The welfare of the 
students and residents at Mansion 
Hills seems to be a last priority to 
Residential Life and campus police. 
Not even two weeks ago, I placed 
a call to the UMSL police depart-
ment to report a suspicious car in the 
complex and was told by campus po-
lice that Mansion Hills is "not their 
jurisdiction" so I c.alled Normandy 
Police and \vas told that I should call 
UMSL police, but that they would 
come investigate anyway. By the 
time the Normandy Police arrived, 
the car and its occupants had left. 
Every time there is an assault or 
robbery atMansionHills, we are told 
to walk in well lit areas, call a buddy, 
or call campus police. Besides call-
ing a friend, the other options do not 
seem to apply, since when you call 
campus police they tell you they do 
not cover Mansion Ifills, and when 
you ask for more lighting around the 
buildings, we are told that the condo 
association will not. allow Res Life 
to put up more lights. 
Does Res Life ot own 85 per-
cent of the condos at Mansion fulls? 
If this is so, why a'e they not taking 
our safety sel10usly? 
Another place in the complex I 
see as a perfect ,area for an assault 
By CATHERINE 
MARQUIS-HOMEYER 
Science Columnist 
American fire history" highlighting 
the impOliance and effects of fire on 
the ecosystem. 
Wendy Gram discusses "Evaluat-
ing the effects afforest management 
on animal and plant communities," 
looking heyond the trees for a look 
at the ecosystem's health. 
The Harris World Ecology Cen-
ter has presented the Conservation 
Forums since 1997, as part of the 
Center's community outreach. 
If forest conservation is not your 
science interest, here are some other 
campus science news and science 
events to explore. 
UM-St. Louis assistant profes-
sor of physics and astronomy Sonya 
Bahar received the 2006 Presidential 
Early Career Award for Scientists 
and Engineers, one of only 20 cho-
sen for the award and the only one 
from a Missouri university this year. 
The award recognizes promising 
scientists at the beginning of their 
careers. The award was presented in 
a White House ceremony on Nov. l. 
Synchronization in mammalian neu-
ral systems is her current research 
interest. 
Maybe you got a chance to at-
tend last week's Open House for the 
is the laundry room. There are si~s 
:J 11 over the room that say • do not 
lerl\e your clothes lUlatten-ded due to 
recent theft" yet Res Life offers us 
no restrooms, or a change machine, 
so how are we going to stay there the 
whole time if nature calls? 
Not to mention there are no win-
dows, campus security phones, cam-
eras or any secondary escape routes 
out of the basement if someone does 
try to accost us. 
ArOlmd the dorms and on North 
Campus, there are the blue safety 
boxes and the red campus lines 
to reach security in the case of an 
emergency and none of these exist 
in Mansion Hills or anywhere near 
the laundry facilities. 
Also, to get to the laundry fa-
cilities you must descend a concrete 
flight of stairs that is out of view 
of almost anyone and is poorly lit. 
What if someone slips on the stairs 
if they are icy? 
How are they going to get help? 
I tripped dO'wn the stairs two weeks 
ago because they were so c.oated 
with leaves and debris that I missed 
a step. Thank God I caught myself 
and was not hurt badly. 
I want to lmow that my safety 
and the safety of my friends and 
neighbors is being looked after. 
Adrienne Bennett 
Senior 
English 
Take control of your 
lif~, Take control of 
your sexual health. 
. .. .. 
campus' new Center For Nanosci-
ence, The Center opened on Tuesday, 
Oct. 30, to promote across scientific 
discipline study of the technology of 
the very small. 
Center For Nanoscience Execu-
tive Director Jingyue Liu is aiming 
to tum the basic science into prac-
tical applications, with an eye to 
promoting local businesses. The St. 
Louis area already has strengths in 
biomedical engineering and biotech 
business, so nanotechnology focused 
in those areas may be especially use-
ful to local enterprise. 
The School of Optometry and the 
School of Education collaborate on 
a daylong professional conference 
on "Brain, Vision and Learning" 
takes place on Wednesday, Nov. 7. 
The conference explores issues of 
learning and brain processes but is 
geared more to professional, with a 
$300 fee. Some students can attend 
the conference for credit. 
Less pricey but also fascinating 
is "The Alzheimer's Epidemic in the 
21st Century," which is presented by 
Darby Morhardt, a nationally rec-
. ognized expert in professional and 
community education on the dis-
ease. The talk takes place Thursday, 
Nov. 8, from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the 
lC. Penney Conference Center. It 
will be followed by a panel discus-
sion by local experts. The cost for 
this event is $40, 
The Physics and Astronomy 
Department's free lecture this week 
. is David Home speaking on "Obser-
vations of dust and ice optical depth 
over the cold Martian poles using 
the MGS Thermal Emission Spec-
trometer," on Friday Nov. 9 at 3 p.m. 
at Benton Hall room 328. 
But for the next Observatory 
Open House, you have to wait until 
next year, as the unheated facility is 
closed until spring. 
Smoking Ban Hi .IIU;' ".I 
• I~ .... , 
I read the article about the push 
for some form of a smoking ban 
with dismay. I think the effects of 
this policy should be given a little 
more consideration. 
Does the university want the most 
intelligent students they can get or 
just the most intelligent students that 
do not smoke? How many students 
would choose to come to UMSL be-
cause of a smoke-free campus? 
How many smokers would 
choose another school because of 
this policy? I do not think that non 
smokers would consider a smoke-
free campus a major deciding factor 
when selecting a school. 
On the other side of the fence, 
this policy would have a big effect 
on the prospective smoking student. 
In my opinion, this policy would 
have a serious detrimental effect on 
admissions at the university. 
Ross Abernathy 
Sophomore 
Undeclared 
Something in your mind? Want 
to talk about issues that affect col-
lege students or the campus? 
Submit your own letter to the 
editor by em ailing it to 
thecunrmt@umsl.edu 
Planning 
is Power. 
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STAFF VIEWPOINT 
Saving money now will help you in the long fun 
It is no secret that college stu-
dents spend a lot of money. We buy 
clothes, go out drinking, and on top 
of that, we have to pay for tuition. 
Now, however, may be a time to re-
lax on the money spending. 
It is estimated that by November 
of 2007, China will have $1 trillion 
In reserves. 
This huge amOlmt is a product of 
China's success as an exporter to the 
world, with the United States import-
ing the greatest amount of Chinese 
exports . Chinese currency reserves 
are now so large, economists are be-
coming concerned, sighting that this 
situation could unbalance the entire 
global economy. 
A bill written by a group of US 
senators and backed by the Senate 
Finance Committee proposed trade 
tariffs against Chinese goods. 
Chinese officials are now report-
ed to be saying that they will liqui-
date all China's U.S. dollar holdings 
if these tariffs are instituted by Con-
gress. 
If China attempts to liquidate its 
holdings, it could cause a collapse in 
the value of the dollar and higher in-
flation in the U.S. 
The United States may be facing 
some economic trouble in the near 
future . The U.S. dollar index, which 
measures the dollar's performance 
against six of our major peers, has 
gone down 8.5 percent in 2007 and 
set a record low of 76 cents on Oct. 
31. At the same time, the Chinese 
The first part sounds too good to 
be true, even on paper. The second 
part, about market effects and price, 
likely amounts to wishful thinking. 
Notwithstanding the fact that it is 
too soon to gauge the success of the 
Massachusett~ plan, I do not think 
subsidizing the premium gap is go-
ing to work in every state. 
Take Texas and California, for 
example. Both have significantly 
larger populations than Ma~sachu­
setts, and each certainly have in-
come deficient segments of thcir 
populations. 
Under Romney's scenalio, how 
By JUSTI M ONTAGUE 
Assistant Copy Editor 
yuan has risen 4.5 percent this year 
to 7.45 per dollar. 
The United States is trying to 
fuel the economy by cutting lend-
ing rates between banks to as low 
as 4.5 percent in some parts of the 
country, while The People's Bank of 
China has raised their lending rates 
five times this year to 7.29 percent. 
Coupled with the imports, Ameri-
cans consuming is becoming more 
expensive due to the low dollar 
value and economists are predicting 
a destabilization of the international 
economy. 
Oil prices are not helping the sit-
uation either. Some analysts believe 
that oil prices will hit $100 a barrel 
before the year ends. Oil is priced 
in U.S. dollars and since the value 
of the dollar is dropping, oil is be-
coming more and more attractive to 
buy, therefore inflating the demand, 
which inflates the price. 
So basically, here is what is go-
is the state spending money on low-
income earners' insurance plans any 
different than these people seek-
ing emergency care and relying on 
Medicare or Medicaid? I am going 
to borrow a play from the New Tes-
tament playbook here and call this 
taking from Peter to pay Paul. 
Romney's plan may just recreate 
the original problem in the long run, 
Given the declining value of the dol-
lar in recent years, is there any way 
that Romney's plan is going to con-
sider inflation and potential adverse 
effects on healthcare costs? 
We are going to need a really 
ing on. The United States imports 
billions of dollars in goods from 
China, and China is sitting on all of 
that American money. 
The value of the dollar starts to 
go down, so they begin to get rid of 
all the American money they have, 
using it to buy assets instead. 
Once all those U.S. dollars are 
back in the system, the value of the 
dollar drops even more, allowing for 
a potential economic disaster. 
The United States is basically in 
a Catch 22 right now. We need for-
eign investment to sustain our eco-
nomic growth, but foreign govern-
ments need a safe and stable haven 
with reasonable return rates for their 
savings. 
The United States is finding it 
harder and harder to offer this to for-
eign governments, and our economic 
growth is slowing down. 
It would not be surprising to ana-
lysts around the nation if the price of 
everyday items began to go up in the 
near future. 
Prices will likely go up at least 
slightly due to the rise in gas pric-
es and the fuel needed to transport 
goods around the nation. If the U.S. 
dollar continues to go down in val-
ue, however, prices will likely go up 
more to accommodate the imports 
we are bringing in from China. 
If you do not want to be stand-
ing around with your pockets empty 
when you graduate, you may con-
sider saving some now. 
good Magic 8 Ball to answer these 
questions, and I suspect that nexus 
of wisdom is going to say the out-
look is bleak. 
So there you have it, folks. It is 
not that Romney's plan cannot work; 
we just do not know if has worked 
on a smaller scale, yet. 
It is a bold proposal that does 
not sound completely ahsurd at first 
blush, which is more than I can say 
for certain pairs of democratic sena-
tors with presidential ambitions. 
I am just not certain that such 
boldness is going to win the day, but 
clearly time will tell. 
www.thecurrentonline.com 
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ATHLETE 
OF THE WEEK 
Tara Reitz 
Tara Reitz, senior, mid-
fielder, for the women's 
soccer team, scored the 
only goal in a 1-0 upset 
against SIU-Edwardsville in 
the semi-final game for the 
GLVC championship. 
5lU-Edwardsville was the 
top seed in the GLVC and 
ranked 15 in the nation in 
Division II. 
In the finals game, which 
the women lost to Drury in 
penalty kicks, Reitz had four 
shots, all on goal during the 
game, in what was her last 
conference game with UM-
5t. Louis. 
Reitz missed the only 
penalty kick in the loss to 
Drury in the finals, but Reitz 
finished the season leading 
the team in goals, assists, 
points, shots and shots on 
goal. 
Needless to say, the Tri-
tons would not have made 
it as far as they did without 
Reitz. 
Reitz played in and start-
ed 21 games for the Tritons 
this season. 
Her best game of the sea-
son in terms of points came 
on Sept 2 at Ferris State. 
Reitz scored twice on three 
shots on goal and had two 
assists to lead the Tritons in 
an 8-3 win. 
The Tritons still retain a 
possible bid to the National 
Tournament. 
UPCOMING GAMES 
Men's Basketball 
Nov. 11 
at Illinois State 
(Exhibition Game) 
Normal, III. 
1 p.m. 
Volleyball 
Nov. 9 
GLVC Tournament 
vs. Lewis 
(in Indianapolis) 
Noon (EST) 
Photos by: Danny Reise· Slaff PbeI'firapber 
(TOP) Paul Para-
doski, gaurd, goes 
for a lay-up during 
the first half of the 
exhibition game 
against the Tigers 
on Saturday. Stu-
dent Ufe sponsored 
a bus to take stu-
dents to the game 
to cheer on the 
Tritons. 
(LEm Sky Frazier, 
center, fights for 
the ball during the 
first half of the 
game played at Miz-
zou. 
November 2007 
Jason Black, gaurd, of the UM-St. Louis Tritons goes up to 
shot during Saturday's exhibition game against the Tigers at U 
Columbia. 
UMC proves t 
be superior in 
Triton defeat 
Tigers maul Tritons in 78-51 loss 
By TOM SCHNABlE 
Assislallt SPOHS Editor 
The lights shone brightly. The 
camera crews set up. The home 
crowd filed in, literally one by one, 
stopping at officially 4,403. All the 
factors that UM-St. Louis men's 
basketball team needed to pull off 
the upset of the century over big 
(bully) sister school Mizzou went 
in its favor, except one. 
No one told the Missouri Tiger 
players that exhibition games do 
not matter. It also did not seem to 
matter to the Tigers. that mpst of 
their 'fans' left early in the game's 
second half, more interested in 
watching their top-10 ranked foot-
ball team than wonder about the 
possibilities of this year 's edition 
of their basketball team. 
Despite a slow start, UM-Co-
lurnbia defeated UM-St. Louis 78-
51 on SaUlrday afternoon, taking 
a narrow 1-0 advantage in the a11-
time histOJ), of this head-to-head 
matchup. 
The Tritons got their first look 
at Missouri coach Mike Anderson's 
'40 minutes of hell', and gained 
one fan in UM-St. Louis coach 
Chris Pilz. 
"They're good at what they do," 
said Pilz, particularly impressed 
with their ability to cause turn-
overs. The Tritons turned the ball 
over 19 times in the first half, on 
their way to 37 for the game. 
"They forced ten of them, we 
just threw nine away because we 
got in a hurry," Pilz said. "We 
ended with 37, [but] we'll be better 
than that." 
The Tritons came out firing ear-
lyon, especially from beyond the 
three-point line. Newcomers Paul 
Paradoski and Jason Black hit their 
first three shots of the game, all 
from long range, giving the Tritons 
an early 9-6 lead. 
The game stayed .close for most 
of the half, until UM-St Louis 
went cold toward the end. Miz-
zou capitalized on turnovers and 
missed shots, and held the Tritons 
to no field goals over the half's fi-
nal five minutes, openingup a two-
point lead to nine at the break. 
Paradoski led the Tritons with 
seven first half points, while trans-
fer DeMarre Carroll led the Tigers 
with 14. -''-c .... '\.J • 
. The second half en:cted' up' as a 
track meet for the Tigers, as they 
opened their advantage to 27 points 
by games end. Junior Jason Black 
and senior Sky Frazier, both trans-
fers, led the Tritons in scoring with 
10 points a piece. 
But Pilz knows these games are 
not about the results. 
'When you play thes.e . caliber 
teams, you really find out what 
your strengths are, and they're also 
going to exploit your weaknesses," 
he s~id. "I like giving our guys the 
opportunity to play on what I call 
'The . Stage' and perform, so 
guys, 
important that they get 
and we 've appre-
last two nights." 
time arOlmd, the coach 
more time to get ready 
. have been nice to 
to prepare for these 
play the game Sun-
"We played SLU, 
about 40 minutes to 
guys, and that's a 
The Krisie Muesenfechter story 
By SCOTT LAVElOCK 
StafJWriter 
There is no denying that Krisie 
Muesentechter has a one-track mind. 
The starting midfielder on the UM-
St. Louis women's soccer team is all 
about sports all the time, and sbe has 
one thing on the brain: to win at any 
cost. 
"I just bate losing, andI'mso com-
petitive," Muesenfechter said. 'Til do 
anything to win a balL I just can not 
stand the feeling ifI bave a bad game. 
I get frustrated with myself." 
Off the field, though, she is trans-
formed into a fun-loving girl who is 
full of laughs. 
"I always look for the positives," 
she said. "It's not worth being sad. 
I like to laugh and joke around. Re-
ally I think you sbould just be happy 
and smile and laugh as much as you 
can." 
Muesenfechter still carries that 
winning attitude in whatever she 
does, going all the way back to her 
high school days at Fort Zumwalt 
North where she played softball and 
basketball in addition to soccer. She 
was a two-time all-conference soft-
ball player for the Panthers, but it was 
always clear that it was soccer that 
would be her future. 
"1 kind of thought that 
I would play profes-
sionally when I was " 
ter, wbo has racked up four goals and 
three assists this year. "1 really don't 
have pressure from him at all, 
but I'm so competitive, 
I want to be able 
to say, '1 can do 
that' ." little because my 
dad played profes-
sionally," Mue-
senfechter said. 
"But then he 
got older and 
realized you 
Usually we're the 
underdog. I kind of 
like being the under-
dog. 
Muesen-
fechter is now 
in her third 
year playing 
for UM-St. 
Louis, and 
don't make any 
money and how 
much harder it re-
ally is. 
"Plus, I really hate 
to run and I know that 
would be a lot of running," she 
joked. 
It was her dad, Dan, a two-time 
All-American at UM-St, Louis, who 
encouraged her to focus on soccer 
and use her ability. 
She says, though, that she still has 
not felt too much strain from any ex-
pectations placed on her. 
"My dad said jokingly, 'you know 
since Ijust got inducted into the UMSL 
Hall of Fame, you've got some pretty 
big shoes to fill' ," said Muesenfecb-
·Krisie Muesenfechter 
the team is 
really starting 
to find its iden-
tity after making 
it all the way to the 
championship game 
of the GLVC Tournament. 
Midlielder 
" 
"Usually we're the underdog," 
Muesenfechter said. "1 kind of like 
being the underdog. 
I've pretty much been the under-
dog all throughout high school so I 
know bow that feels, but we're a little 
more successful." 
It took a great effort by the Tritons 
just to get as tar as they have gotten, 
including a monumental win over 
arch-nemesis SIUE in the semifinals. 
And, just as it is with most of the 
teams here at UM-St. Louis, it is very 
satisfying anytime the red and gold 
get a win over the dreaded Cougars. 
"They think they're hot stuff," 
Muesenfechter said. "They think it's 
no contest when we play, but every 
time we play, we really have the bet-
ter oftbe game. They're just cocky." 
Despite all the success this year, 
Muesenfechter still admits she has 
got her weaknesses, namely when 
it comes to food. Head Coach Beth 
Goetz loves to tease her about her 
affinity for ice cream, and has even 
used it as a motivating factor this year 
when the Tritons have had trouble 
scoring. 
"Coach said, 'alright, whoever 
scores the most goals in practice, I'm 
taking them out for ice cream'. Well 
1 didn't win that bet," Muesenfechter 
said with disappointment. "Coach was 
looking at me like, 'Mues! I thought 
you liked ice cream, why didn't you 
score?' I mean, I don't know ... " 
She'll have more chances though, 
as next year will be her last in a Tri-
ton uniform. 
She is majoring in physical edu-
cation and would love to teach and 
coach soccer after college, which is 
no surprise at all for the girl with the 
one-track mind. 
But she would like 
know just one more thing 
"I'm single!" she 
laugh. 
On second thought, 
should not be advertising 
the school newspaper. But 
all in good fun . 
"That's my np.l·~ml"l1tv 
senfecbter said. "I joke 
but sometimes I'm really 
outside. But then, I'll get 
say stupid stuff like that." 
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:Slaughter scores 18 in 81-6410ss to SLU 
By I.AGUAN FUSE 
Sports Editor 
ead Coach Lisa Curliss-Taylor 
coached her first game for the UM-
St. Louis' women's basketball team 
Friday night in an exhibition game 
against Division I St. Louis Univer-
sity. The Tritons lost the game to 
the B illikens 81-64. 
The Tritons are playing with a 
new style and a new coaching staff 
this season. This game was the first 
chance to see the new women's 
basketball team in action. 
"We want them to playas hard 
as they can for a few minutes and 
then make a substitution," Curliss-
Taylor said. "We want them to con-
tinue to go hard as they can." 
"They are working hard getting 
into a new style of ball," Assistant 
Coach Lori Westling said. 
SLU started the game on a 11-0 
run before UM-St. Louis newcomer 
Mary Slaughter successfully hit two 
free throws to put the Tritons on the 
scoreboard. UM-St. Louis was not 
able to cut into the deficit and SLU 
continued to add to the lead, going 
up by as much as 16 in the half. 
The Tritons managed to get into 
the paint during the half, but were 
unable to get the points, scoring 
only 12 points, while the Billikens 
scored 22. 
UM-St. Louis came into the 
second half trailing by 18 and SLU 
quickly added to that lead. The Bit-
likens took a 26-point lead with 13 
minutes left in the game. UM-St. 
Louis continued to battle back and 
managed to cut the lead down to 17 
before the end of the game. 
The Tritons ended the first half 
shooting only 28 percent but man-
aged to tum that around and made 
42 percent of their shots in the sec-
ond half. The team was cold from 
behind the arc, hitting only three of 
17 attempts from behind the line. 
"They are adjusting well," Curl-
iss-Taylor said. "We just have to 
push the ball up the court and take 
care oftbeball." 
Mary Slaughter finished the 
game shooting 50 percent from the 
field and led the Tritons with 18 
lDI to 
Danny Reise· SlaffPboIogmpher 
Lacey Shalenko, gaurd, goes for a lay-up to keep the Tritons 
within reach of the Billikens during the first half of the game 
on Friday at the Scott Trade Center. 
points. She also tied for first with 
eight rebounds. 
"It never crossed my mind," 
Slaughter said. "We just wanted to 
start the game hard and play hard." 
"I brought her with me for a rea-
son," Curtiss-Taylor said. "[During 
the season,] we want to spread out 
the scoring." 
Kristi White and Courtney 
Watts combined for 22 points in the 
game. White shot 5-13 in the game 
and Watts shot 2-9, hitting two 3-
pointers. 
"I think that everyone knew their 
role," Slaughter said. "[We] played 
team ball and continued to encoUI-
age each other. UMSL is another 
step up. It is more physical and I am 
getting more experience." 
Curliss-Taylor said that them 
team will need to work on passing, 
getting op~ and hlocking out. aU 
of ~ ·hich Curl" 5 'RIyJor b lieves 
are corree,table. 
"If we played them again, we 
could beat them," Curliss-Taylor 
said. 
1. PurdJaIe fill Seme5tErparlcmg permit 
2. Ragkh!rwNdesonlnewllh valid WonnaIIon 
J. Apply parIcmg'decaI totheoubideofthewNde 
4. FtlIowtbeparlcmg:nJlesand Nglllallonsbnl@ 
~~~o~'~~nb~au~ 
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mro A. L01'TIK! TO 'III A 
wnr.rBll 2008 S1DIRS'tIR PARKDlG PA.9SIS. 
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In CJI'IIer1lD 
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F'ARKmAt«J TRANSPORrA'OON 
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Men defeated 71-54 in exhibition game 
By LAGUAN FUSE 
Sporls EdiWr 
The UM-St. Louis'men's basket-
ball team lost in an exhibition game 
against Division I St. Louis Uni-
versity on Friday night. A packed 
crowd watched the two basketball 
teams battle on the court. Tins night 
the Billikens were victOIious, beat-
ing the Tritons 71-54. 
This was the first exhibition 
game of the season and the firs t 
chance to see the Tritons in action. 
There are a few new faces on the 
team this season and one new player 
led the team in scoring. 
Sky Frazier Jed the Tlltons with 
15 points in the game. Frazier also 
pulled down one rebound while giv-
ing up fOUI turnovers. 
"I think we played well for this 
being our first game," Frazier said. 
"I am going to try to bring energy, 
scoring and rebounds to the team. I 
hope to pull my weight and do my 
part." 
"All of us are excited and all of 
this is new," Frazier said. 
Paul Paradoski ended the game 
with 10 points and fOUI rebounds. 
"We wanted to play hard," Pilz 
said. "We did not execute like 
we wanted. All 12 players played 
hard." 
The Tritons shot 14-37 from the 
field and 3-9 from behind the arc. Jason Black fights his way through defenders during the exhibi-
SLU shot 21-43 and made six out of lion game on Friday at the Scottrade Center. 
16 from behind the 3-point line. 
UM-St. Louis was unable to out 
rebound SLU in the game. SlU 
grabbed 35 boards in the game 
while UM-St. louis only pulled 
down 23, only three were offensive 
rebounds. 
UM-St. Louis shot 44 percent 
during the first half but dropped to 
37 percellt in the second half. SL 
Sh OI for 50 pel enl in rhc fi t nd 
Improved 52 per nt in the sec-
ond half 
The game started off evenly with 
each team exchanging baskets. SLU 
st:lrted 10 pull away as the first half 
wound down and went on a 14-5 
scoring run after Kevin Lisch hit a 
3-pointer. 
The Billikens went up by as 
much as 14 in the halfbefore ending 
the half with a l2-point lead. 
The Billikens continued to add 
to h _.- -23 lead and started the half 
un a I - - coring run. The Tritons 
c ntillUed to cui into the It:ad. but 
SL continued to ex.ecutc and score 
Oil open opportunities. 
Cody Kliethermes made the fi-
nal lay up of the game for the Tri-
tons, unfortunately the Billikens 
still bad a commanding lead ov 
the Tritons. The final score for the 
game was 71-54. 
Pilz said that he is expecting a lot 
from his returning players as wsl.kas 
the new players to the team. 
The Tritons will have its first 
game of the season on the road at 
Grand Valley State on Nov, 17, 
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SPORTS BRIEF 
Triton volleyball clinches 
playoff spot, will face 
Lewis in opening round 
TIle UM-Sl. Louis women's 
volleyball team has secured a 
spot in the Great Lakes Val-
ley Tournament and fill face off 
against Lewis in the first round 
of the tournament. 
The Tritons finished the sea-
son with an overall record of 14-
8 and ends with a GLVC record 
of 10-9. In the final four games 
of the season, the Tritons lost 3-0 
to Rockhurst but then won games 
against Drury 3-2 and UM- Rolla 
3-0 to clinch a playoff apearance. 
UM- St. Louis lost the final game 
of the season to Southem indiana 
3-l. 
The GLVC tournament begins 
on Nov. 9. The games for the first 
round ofthe toumament are UM-
St. Louis taking on Lewis, Dl1lry 
versus SlUE, Rockhmst versus 
NOlibern Kentucky and South-
ern Indiana versus Indianapolis. 
Rachel Hoff, defender, is hip checked during Sunday's champion-
ship game against Drury. 
Last y.:ar UM-St. Louis was 
the 7 seed for the tournament but 
lost to number 2 Rockhurst 3-0. 
UM-St. Louis has yet to win 
a GL VC title despite several ap-
pearances_ 
The Tournament ",·ill take 
place at Indianapolis, Indiana 
after Indianapolis reserved their 
position as host with a win over 
the other number one seed, SIU-
Edwardsville. SlUE won the 
GLVC tournament in 2005 and 
Indianapolis last won in 2003. 
The 2006 championship went to 
Lewis who is the number 2 eed 
in the east this year. 
The semi-final games will be 
ov. 10 at 5 p.m. and 7:30 pm. 
while the champion 'hip game 
wi ll be 10 V. 11 at 2 p.m. 
SEMIFINA~~,fTo.l'lpagel 
"This is the best I have ever 
felt in my life," Reitz said after the 
1-0 shutout against the Cougars. 
"This is so huge, and we worked so 
hard." 
With 16 minutes left to play, Re-
itz came within inches of a s cond 
goal for UM-St. Louis as the goal-
keeper fell past a slow moving hot 
by Reitz. The ball rolled out of the 
field about a foot shy of the post of 
the open Cougar net. 
The Tritons went into Fr iday 's 
game with a three game winning 
streak and won six of its last seven 
games. 
Before the game, Head Coach 
Beth Goetz said, "We prepared for 
what is important. We kept practice 
consistently strong." Goetz added 
that the team worked on individual 
defense in particular. 
The Cougars controlled the ball 
for most of the first half, but the 
Tritons came out strong committing 
Jessie Sanderson played all 110 
minutes for the Panthers at goalkeep-
er. Sanderson recorded 10 saves in 
the game before giving up four goals 
on penalty kicks. 
The Tritons and Panthers stats 
were almost identical in the game. 
TI1e Tri tons fi nished with 21 shots 
and 14 were on goal , while DJUry fi n-
ished with 22 shots and 12 were on 
goal. Both teams also had SLX comer 
kicks in the gam , but neither team 
wa able to net a goal during regula-
tion time. 
The game was filled with a lot of 
bumps and tumbl s and a few trip ' 
out to the fiel d by UM-St. Louis ' 
lrainer, but ach team re eived nine 
fo ul during the game. 
Reitz Jed the Triton's attack dur-
ing the game taking fh'e hot in the 
nine officiaI fj u1s and kno lcing 
down Cougars all over the fi [d. 
However, one UM-St. Louis 
players had her own share of rough-
housing. In the opening -econd of 
the game, Reitz took a . trong hit 
with a shot to the head from the 
Cougars. 
Then. with 5_ seconds left in 
the second half, Reitz took a hard 
shot at the sideline near the UM-St. 
Louis bench, but he got up and fin-
ished out the game. 
After the game, Goetz said Reitz 
took a hit to the knee, but she was 
up and moving after the game. 
Overall , Reitz had two of the 
four shots on goal for UM-St. Lou-
is, her only two shots of the game. 
Elizabeth Valenti of the Cougars 
recorded five shots, two of which 
were on goal. 
While the Tritons ,vere out shot 
10-5, goalkeepers Mary Behrmann 
and Boehm helped complete the 
GET THE ADRENALINE GOING. 
YOURS AND WHOEVE READS ABO 
IT ON YOUR RE UME. 
game, all of which were on goal. 
DJUry advanced to the GL VC fi-
nals after defeating the number six 
seed UW-Parkside 3-2 in overtime 
and then the number two seed Quin-
cy 2-1 in double overtime. 
UM-St. Louis lost 2-0 to Drury 
when they faced off earlier in the 
sea on on Sept. 9. 
The champion hip game was the 
fi nal game for UM-St. Louis players 
Jamie Clark, Sierra Ellis, Jaimie Pit-
terle and Reitz. 
In the GL Cs preseason poll , 
UM-St. Louis was ranked seventh 
among 14 teams, but the team rallied 
together and finished the season with 
an overall record of 1--7-3. 
"I couldn ' t be more proud," Head 
Coach Beth Goetz said. "They fought 
hard and did what they could."' 
hutou!., with 6ehnnann recording 
three saves in the fi rst half wh ile 
Boehm stopped two shots in the 
second half. 
Fi fteen minutes into the second 
half, Boehm made a save from a 
hard shot about three yard out. 
'They came at us bard, but we 
were ready for them and prepared 
to playa great game" Boehm said. 
During tbe la t few minute of 
the gam , Goetz said she had one 
thing on her mind : "The clock is 
not moving!" 
Friday night's victory over # 15 
ranked sent the Tritons (12-7-_) to 
the championship finals, where the 
team played the third seed Dl1lry 
(15-4-1), who defeated Quincy ear-
lier Friday in double overtime. 
The final match marked the first 
time both teams have met tn the 
GLVe finals and the first champi-
onship for either team. 
To find out more about Army ROTC's leader;s Training Course call the Army ROTC Department 
at 314-935-5521, 5537 or 5546. You may also visit our web-site at www.rotc.wustLedu 
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Lynn Cerny, midfielder, brings the ball up field with an injured knee during Sunday's GLVC champion-
ship at SIU-Edwardsville_ 
UNIVERSiTY F MIS OURI-ST. LOUIS 
COLLEGE OF B 51 ESS A DMlNlSTRATIO 
E XEC lYE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE 
present 
DISTIN GUISH IE I[ ) 
I-§PEAKER~§ERKE§ 
Spollsored by PricewaterbouseCoopers LLP 
Tuesday, November 13, 2007 
5:30 p.m.- Program 
6:30 p.m.~ Reception and 
Book Signing 
E Desmond and Mary Ann Lee Theater 
Blanche M. Touhill PeT/arming Arts Center 
on the call1pus of 'he Ulliversity of Missollri-St. Lollis 
Topic: ((Building a Legacy alld the Future for Emerging Entrepreneurs" 
MICHAEL V. ROBERTS, JD 
is a classic American entrepreJlew: Roberts starTed hisfirsl compon.\', Robert. -Roberts & AssocuIIes, in 1974 
Il'itiJ his brothel; S,eve. Now ille Roherts Compunies, a nIulti-fa ceted busilless organization. include.) television 
broadcasting pmperfies and real esll1Il! developmelll,9. 
Tlmillghout his rise in business, Roberts maintaifled a strong cOll1l11itmeJllto flIe .4frican-American cmnmlll1ity 
JiOIll which he came. Loeatillg his headqlwrters ill rite heaH of St. LOllis, his endeavors over the years have 
ereated thousands ofjobs a/ld entn:prelleurial opportunities, raised the level of ecollomic act/I'il)" alld 
enhallced Ihe quality of l(fe for tlte AfricaJl-American l·OIlIllWllity. 
Roberts lVas (f SI, Louis City a IdelmllTl ji'IJJ1! 1977-85. In f996 lie lVOS a de /ega/I! to China Jar ecollomic 
developmelll as parI of Presideni Bill Climoll's People to People Ambassador Progmm. 
This evenr is FREE lind open tu lh~ puhlic. For more il/jormatjor!, call (314 ) 516-5446. 
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Students get money's worth at Health Services 
By AMY RECKTENWALD 
Features Editor 
When UM-St. Louis students get 
their monthly billing statements from 
the Cashier's Office, they will notice 
a variety offees added onto the tuition 
total, including a "student facility, ac-
tivity and health fee." What exactly 
are students getting for their money? 
Of that $3.15 per credit hour fee, 
for up to twelve hours, a Health Ser-
vices fee is allocated according to the 
fee schedule. 
Students may not be able to buy 
a fast-food value meal anymore for 
$3.15, but what they can get far out-
weighs a burger and fries: quality 
health services. 
On the first floor of the Millen-
nium Student Center, the Health Ser-
vices department is divided into three 
sections: Health Services, the Well-
ness Resource Center and Counseling 
Services. The health services fee also 
includes basic eye care from the Uni-
versity Eye Center located on South 
Campus. 
So what services does Health Ser-
vices provide? 
Stephanie Thornton, Health, Well-
ness and Counseling receptionist, 
said students can come into Health 
Services without paying a doctor 
fee. They provide allergy injections, 
blood pressure and choles-
terol checks, blood sugar 
checks, vaccines, STD 
testing, blood work and 
flu shots. 
For women, Health 
Services also provides a 
well-woman exam and pap 
smears, in addition to providing 
pregnancy testing and birth control. 
Working within Health Services 
are two nurse practitioners who can 
prescribe some medications as well 
as provide care. 
Thornton said there also have a 
primary care physician who comes in 
once a week, as well as a gynecolo-
gist and psychiatrist who work with 
the clinic. The nurse practitioners 
may refer a student to a physician for 
care, if necessary. 
While prescriptions and lab work 
are not free, Thornton said they try 
to keep those as low cost as possible. 
"You pay what we pay," she said. 
Marie Mueller, family nurse prac-
titioner in Health Services, said that 
the only charges to students are for 
labs or medications. 
"The most expensive medicine is 
$25," she said. Antibiotics, birth con-
trol pills and other medications are 
among those offered. 
B 100 d 
work is also 
very manage-
able, at only $10, 
compared to the 
$130 that would 
be charged if not 
through Health Ser-
vices, according to 
Mueller. 
Mueller described 
Health Services as a 
"full-service clinic." 
"Most students here 
don't have insurance," 
she said. "We do our best 
to help them." She added 
that students can charge 
any costs to their student ac-
counts. 
Thornton said, "There are some 
things we can't do. Certain labs, we 
THE REVISED FOOD PYRAMID FOR 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Anthony Fowler • 1IIJ151ratllr 
Sometimes it can be difficult to find healthy food, especially when you are on the go. How-
ever, it is important to eat healthy because your diet can influence your mood. Healthier eating 
means less stress. 
don't 
have x-ray 
equipment. If 
we think you've 
broken a bone or 
have head trauma, 
we'll send you to the 
ER, but the Nurse Prac-
titioner will stay with 
you until the ambulance 
arrives." 
"If there's something 
the nurses can't do, they'll 
say it's beyond their capa-
bilities," Thornton said. "But 
I've never seen the nurses 
leave anyone in the lurch." 
Beyond the Health Services 
clinic, students are also entitled 
to wellness counseling and 
counseling services. 
Mueller said an "MSW works 
on wellness." She said that includes 
drug and alcohol counseling and 
STAFF VIEWPOINT 
smoking cessation. They will soon 
be able to offer free nicotine patches. 
They are also about to be able to do 
free HIY and syphilis testing. 
Counseling Services 
is funded from a separate 
budget, but is a part of the 
Health, Wellness and Coun-
seling Services department. 
Mueller said that the first visit, 
which does an intake, is free, and then 
follow-up visits are $10 each . 
Thornton said they see about 700 
people a month, and estimated there 
are around 8,400 peop le they see in a 
year. On Thursday, Nov. 1, HWS saw 
51 people. 
"We take walk-ins," Thornton 
said. "But it 's always good to make 
an appointment." 
If students are ill , they can also 
check for holistic approaches to get 
better. 
HWCS sells vitamins and miner-
als and can give students small pack-
ages of cold medicines or vitamin C 
powder to hold them over until they 
can be seen. 
HWCS is open Monday through 
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. and 
Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more 
infoIDlation, call University Health, 
Wellness and Counseling Services at 
(314)516-5671 or visit their office in 
131 MSC. 
Please wash your hands 
Please wash 
your hands. 
How many 
times have you 
seen someone not 
wash hi s or her 
hands? Do you 
avoid them? 
Just for every-
one else's well be-
ing, think of how 
your mom would 
respond if you 
did not wash your 
hands. 
Some people 
I reaJize it 
can sometimes 
take upwards of 
thirty seconds 
to wash and dry 
your hands, but 
it is necessary to 
be able to func-
tion in society. 
Pill1 of living in 
a society is ac-
cepting the gen-
eral well-bei:lg 
of the popula-
By THOMAS HELTON \·.,.i ll say bacteIia 
are good and that 
tion. 
Design Editor 
they strengthen the 
immune system. With all do respect, 
1 would rather my immune system 
have to fight something I get from 
a personal choice than have to fight 
the bacteria from your mismanage-
ment of personal sanitation. 
Let us look at someone who 
does not wash their hands in an 
MSC bathroom. They leave, using 
the door handle and poss ibly part of 
the door. They then go to the ATM 
machine to get some cash which is 
used at the campus C-Store to buy a 
soda and a bag of candy com. 
This person then runs into a 
friend of theirs and offers them 
some candy com which they pour 
into their own hand before handing 
it off to the other person. 
Eventually that money is go-
ing to circulate to someone else. 
The cashier will have touched the 
money, anyone who used the ATM 
after this person will have come in 
contact with them, and many other 
possibilities. 
Here is what it comes down 
to. Conservatively, let us say it 
is a one in a million chance that 
bacteria from not washing your 
hands can make someone ill or 
even kill them. 
Treat others how you would like 
to be treated. 
I will be the first to admit I have 
not washed my hands evelY single 
time. As men know, you never real-
ly touch anything sometimes. How-
ever. we do touch the door handle 
on the way in and maybe the handle 
to flush . 
Please - I beg of every per-
son - wash your h ands. There are 
cOlmtries where people do not 
have the liberty to wash their 
hands as much as we do, so 
take advantage of it. If you 
choose not to wash your 
hands at your own house 
or apartment, that is fine. 
Just do not bring it to 
school. 
Easy ways to stay healthy as a student 
By STEPHANIE SOLETA 
Staffll.)·iter 
College is a time when our health 
habits might not be the healthiest. 
Surrounded by pizza, fast food, en-
ergy drinks and sleeping late, col-
lege students usually do not lead the 
healthiest oflifestyles. However, col-
lege students may not realize that the 
choices made today could affect their 
health tomorrow. 
There are many ways college stu-
dents can implement healthy habits 
into busy lifestyles . These tips, com-
piled by the University of Oregon, 
can be used not only during college 
but tlU'oughout life. 
College students should always 
eat a good breakfast. Breakfast jump-
starts the body 's metabolism and gives 
energy that is crucial during classes. 
Be' ~ure to watch out for calOlie-
filled loreakfast foods. Foods like 
Pop-Tarts and snack cakes and drinks 
like lattes and cappuccinos may seem 
quick on the go, but they are filled 
with fat and sugar, which will lose its 
energizing effect in a short period of 
time. These foods are also bad for the 
heart and can raise blood pressure. In-
stead, try grabbing a piece of piece of 
fruit or a bagel. 
Sometimes eating fast food is 
simply unavoidable. Wben this is the 
case, watch out for things that pack on 
the caloIies illld fat like French fries, 
fried chicken and fatty salad dress-
ings. Instead, opt for a pizza with less 
cheese, a turkey sandwich or a baked 
potato. These foods have less fat and 
will not leave you feeling sleepy like 
high-fat meals usually do. 
Also, watch out for the vending 
machines on campus. These ma-
chines are often packed WIth fatty 
chips, cookies and chocolate, and the 
soda machines are loaded with calo-
rie-packed sugary drinks. Vending 
machines on campus often have low-
fat and low-sugar options, like baked 
chips and Nutri-Grain bars. There are 
also many soda machines on campus 
that offer diet soda, diet tea and wa-
ter. Sugary drinks often lead to tooth 
decay. 
Young people usually do not get 
enough calcium in their diets. This 
could potentially lead to osteoporosis 
later in life. However, milk is not the 
only way to get enough calcium. Cal-
cium is found in low-fat cheese and 
low-fat yogurt. 
Young people should also be sure 
to include a lot of vegetables in their 
diets, since these foods are Iich in vi-
tamins and nutrients. 
Beware of fatty sa lad condiments 
like rich dressings, mayonnaise and 
bacon bits. Loading up salads with 
these foods often make salads have 
the same calorie and fat content as a 
burger and fries meal. 
College students are also ste-
reotyped to drink often. 
Alcohol contains many 
empty calories, meaning 
that the calories found in 
alcohol have no nutritional 
value. Even light beers and 
\-vines can have 100 calories 
per serving. 
Alcohol can also lead 
to serious health problems, such as 
kidney failure. Instead, drink lots of 
wa ter. The average person needs at 
least eight 8-ounce glasses of water 
each day, and active adults need even 
more. Carrying a watcr bottle to class 
is a good way to meet this require-
ment. 
If you are looking to lose weight, 
do not starve yourself. Check with 
your doctor to find a diet and exercise 
program that is right for you. There 
are no "quick fixes" that really work. 
In fact, many of these "quick fixes," 
such as diet pills, can often be harm-
ful. 
For healthy adults, 30 minutes 
of moderate exercise each day is 
recommended. Sixty minutes of 
moderate exercise each day is rec-
ommended to adults trying to main-
tain weight loss. To lose weight, 60 
to 90 minutes of exercise is recom-
mended . 
As previously stated, check with 
your doctor to design a diet and ex-
ercise program made just for you and 
your body, and stay in touch with 
your doctor to stay healthy. UM-St. 
Louis offers a wellness assessment 
at the campus wellness center that 
costs only $25.00. This test consists 
of many tests, including blood pres-
sure, heart rate, cholesterol and body 
fat percentage. 
To schedule an appointment, call 
Kathy Castulik at (314)516-4657. 
More information can be found at 
UM-St. Louis' Health, Wellness, 
and Counseling Services Web site at 
http://www.umsl.edul-ubwcs/. 
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TOP TEN 
How to kick 
your cold 
10) Rest. 
9) Eat lightly. Dry 
toast is a good choice 
as well as brothy 
soup with saltines. 
8) Take some over-
the-counter medicines 
available at Health 
Services. 
7) Drink plenty of flu-
ids, especially water. 
6) Visit Health Servic-
es located on the first 
floor of the MSC. 
5) Rest! 
4) Chicken Noodle 
Soup. It works! 
3) Drink hot liquids 
like tea or broth. 
2) Vitamin C (OJ any-
one?) 
1) Rest!! 
For more information 
about Health Servic-
es, visit http://www. 
umsl,edul -uhwcs 
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A&E N CAMPUS 
TUESDAY, NOV. 6 
'Megan Terry: The Mother of 
American Feminist Theater' 
TIl is talk and perform ance is 
prmnted by Vassiliki Rapti, 
assistant teaching professor of 
foreign languages and literatures, 
at 330 p.m. in 206 Clark Hall. 
Free. For more information call 
5581. 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 7 
'Check Out TouPAC's Crib' 
UIvI -St. Louis students are invited 
to check out Touhil l venue, with 
free food, backstage tours and free 
mini -concE'rts in the lobby at 630 
p. m. At 7:30 p.m. there is a choice 
of free performance by University 
Singers or University Dancers. Eacn 
will perfo rm in a different theater. 
Free. For more information call 
4949. 
THURSDAY, NOV. 8 
GaUery Visio: 'VISAGES' Art 
For AIDS Fundraiser 
'VISAGES' ceramic art exhibit 
opens with Art For AI DS fundraiser 
and artists' reception, 4-8 p.m. 
Proceeds benefit Camp HOPE. 
Exhibit runs Nov. 8-26. 
FRIDAY, NOV. 9 
University 
Dancers at 
Touhill 
UM-St. Louis dance 
performance will be 
held in the Lee Theater at 
8 pm Tickets are $ 5. Call 
4949 for more information. 
1:h£ (turrent 
MOVIE REVIE 
What's all the buzz? 
By CATE MARQUIS 
A(2.E f dilOr 
It has been almost ten years since 
comedian Jeny Seinfeld's hit TV 
show "Seinfeld" left the ainvaves. 
Ever since, the show has been col-
lecting new fans of Jeny Seinfeld, 
and those fans have been eagerly 
awaiting his next big thing, but Sein-
feld has done surprisingly little since 
the show ended, so fans were excitcd 
when "Bee Movie" was announced. 
Jeny Seinfeld's eagerly antici-
pated animated comedy "Bee Mov-
ie" has finally hit movie screens. 
but mostly with a thud. The movie 
is funny but lacks imagination and 
originality one might expect from a 
"Scinfcld" creator. 
"Bee Movie" is not a bad movie. 
It is a good kids' movie, but it is prob-
ably not what "Seinfeld" fans were 
expecting. It is one of the better, hut 
not the best, animated film this year. 
The problem is the fact that, gener-
ally speaking, Jeny Seinfeld fans are 
not eight years old. 
The eight year olds will delight 
in the gentle humor of "Bee r,·10v-
ie," but the' Seinfcld" fan base; not 
so much so. If you were expecting 
something edf,,),, this is not it. Actu-
ally, the movie's trailers on TV are 
more 'Seinfeld" style humor than the 
actual "Bee Movie." 
Bany B. Benson (leny Seinfeld) 
and his best friend Adam Flayman 
(Matthew Broderick) have just grad-
uated from Winger University and 
are all set to start careero at Hone);. 
Corporation making honey. but Bar-
ry has second thoughts about settling 
into to a single job right away. 
He wants to see the 
world outside lew Hive 
City, so he tags along 
with the only bees 
allowed out-
Vanessa 
side, the "pollen jocks" who bring 
back pollen and nectar. He gets sepa-
rated from the group and is rescued 
by a Manhattan florist named Vanes-
sa (Renee Zellwcger). Bany breaks 
the cardinal rule of the hive, to never 
speak to humans, so he can thank her. 
They talk and really hit it off. 
Back in the hive, Barry tells 
Adam he "met someone," hut when 
Adam asks if she "is beeish" and 
says he hopes she's "not a wasp," be-
cause it would upset Barry's parents, 
Bany confesses the whole truth. His 
parents are upset but Bany is not re-
ally plmished for the rule breaking. 
Instead he goes on Bee Lany King '5 
show. 
Bee Movie 
***jJD 
Directors: Simon J. Smith 
and Steve Hickner 
Stars: Jerry Seinfeld, 
Renee Zellweger, Matthew 
Broderick, Patrick 'Narburton 
and John Goodman to name 
a few. 
After some loafing arOlmd, with a 
reference to "The Graduate," Bany 
ventures out again where he makes a 
shocking discovery: humans are sell-
ing honey. Bees are being enslaved 
and so Bany decides to sue the 11ll-
man race. 
"Bee Movie"' is pleasant enough, 
gently tlmny but what is striking is 
how unimaginative the story is. Its 
best moments are at the start, ,vhen 
Barry explores the city. 
Jerry Seinfeld staned in, produced 
and CO-\'ITote the script, so he has to 
take credit for the results. Report-
edly, the idea for the film came out 
of Seinfcld's attempt to make Steven 
Spielberg laugh by suggesting that 
they make a B movie about bees. 
Seinfeld may have trapped himself 
in this sticky situation. 
"Bee Movie" has a sterling cast 
of voice actors, including Jolm 
Goodman as the Southern lawyer 
defending human honey selling cor-
porations, and Oprah Winfrey as the 
presiding judge. Chris Rock lends his 
voice to a traveling mosquito, with 
aviator goggles, on his way to Alaska 
to score some moose blood, Kathy 
Bates and Bany Levinson play Bar-
ry's doting parents and Patrick War-
burton plays Vanessa's tennis partner 
and would-be hoyfriend Ken. 
"Seinfeld" humor comes out 
strongest at the start of the film, with 
some good jokes and lampooning of 
celebrities like Lany King and Sting, 
and an especially merciless skewer-
ing of actor Ray Liotta (I sure hope 
they are friends). Individual bits are 
funny but overall the movie is just 
too sweet and too bland. 
At one point, when the conse-
quences of Bany suing tbe humans 
over honey are not turning out as he 
hoped, he says, "1 never meant it to 
tum out like tbis," and one has to 
\,onder how many people in the the-
ater thought that sentence might have 
been Seinfeld's reaction to this film. 
Briefly, we even hoped that Bany 
might do something more Seinield-
like. twn to the audience and say, 
"Let 's start over."·?--io such luck. 
"Bee Movie" is a good, not great, 
k ids' movie. and it is funny but it is 
not "Seinfeld" funny. ta;l~ of TV's 
"Seinfeld" will have to ,vait a little 
longa, at least for that. 
F or that reason, "Bee 
Movie" barely earns 
a B. 
Adam 
New York City florist, 
named Vanessa Bloome, 
teams up with Barry to help 
save the world's flowers 
Barry 's best friend and 
confidante who loves 
to live the corporate life 
inside the hive. 
Interview 
with the star 
of 'Bee Movie' 
What is 
November 5, 2007 
it like to 'bee' 
Jerry Seinfeld? 
By CATE MARQUIS 
J&E Ediior 
A iew' weeks back, I spoke by 
phone in a conference call with 
comedian Jerry Seinfeld about his 
new animated movie "Bee Movie." 
Here is a little from that conversa-
tion. 
Q: Why has it been nine years 
since you've really done anything') 
A.nd then why now come back with 
an animated movie? 
Jerry Seinfeld: Well because I'm 
a standup comedian and that's re-
ally what I -- my career is. 
And these other things that 1 do 
are just kind of things that intrude 
upon that. So I have been perform-
ing ,md writing -- and working -- a 
lot of the times since the show went 
off the air. 
But because I don't, you know. 
it's not a mass media thing 
-- it's just something I do 
in theaters around the 
cOlmtry -- people kind 
of think that I haven't 
been doing anything. 
But - so that's really 
what I do. 
And then this 
thing came along jllSt 
because I was intrigued 
to work in a completely 
different fonn than any-
thing that I ever done. 
Jerry Seinfeld 
and I thought, well if I'm going to 
get back into that kind of thing, at 
least it's in a completely different 
way. And that got me excited to do 
something ne\v. 
Q: How was the process ofmak-
ing this different from an average 
season of Seinfe Id" 
Jeny Seinfeld: That's a good 
question. I ,>vould say it was prob-
ably the equivalent of a season -
- or maybe even two seasons -- of 
-- during the sitcom, which is about 
40 episodes. 
SATURDAY, 
NOV. 10 
Bernadette Peters 
concert at Touhill 
Tony Award winning 
Martin and Janet, Barry's 
loving parents who 
support his choice to 
be different. 
Barry thinks outside of 
the hive. With a little 
help from his friends, he 
sets out on a journey of 
self -discovery. 
Mooseblood meets 
It's the, you know, 
a completely different 
look and a completely 
different, way of pre-
senting my com-
edy. 
Barry during a dangerous 
time and imparts some 
wisdom before heading 
north. 
And after the TV 
show, 1 was kind ot~ 
you know, I was kind of 
done with the acting and 
scripts and cameras and all 
that stuff. And I just wanted to 
be a comedian again. 
In terms of figuring this out 
even though it was just one story 
and the sitcom is a different story 
every week the length of making a 
movie and the, you know, witb the 
comedy element of it, I found it to 
be a completely different challenge. 
And really was as tricky for me as it 
was doing the sitcom. 
So it was kind of similar. I 
thought about, you h1OW, I'm just 
making an hour and a half movie 
here. I could have done another 
couple seasons of the show instead. 
But it was time for the show to stop 
at that point and I'm glad I got to 
do something different with this 
mOVIe. 
star of Broadway and film, 
singeriactress Bernadette 
Peters wil l give a concert at 
8 p.m. Tickets range from $37-
$56 for UM-St Louis students or 
retirees, all others $45-$75. For 
more information call 4949. 
TOP iTUNES 
DOWNLOADS 
1. Kiss Kiss -
Chris Brown 
2. Apologize -
Timbaland 
3. Crank That -
Soulja Boy Tell 'Em 
4. Bubbly -
Colbie Caillat 
5. No One -
Allicia Keys 
6. How Far We've Come 
Matchbox Twenty 
7_Cyclone 
Baby Bash 
8. Hate That I Love You -
Rihanna 
9. Stronger -
Kanye West 
10. Paralyzer -
Finger Eleven 
Barry Levinson 
& Kathy Bates 
Tea time in Japan 
Gallery 210 delves into ancient 
mysteries of]apanese cermony 
By ELIZABETH STAUDT 
StajfWriter 
Incense wafted out into the lobby 
of Gallery 210 early Friday afternoon 
in preparation for the Japanese tea 
ceremony. A small group of students, 
teachers and interested individu-
als gathered in the small auditorium 
to observe professor Kimiko Gunji 
demonstrate a pOliion of the ancient 
"chado," or "way of the tea." 
Gunji Sensei teaches vmious 
Japanese art courses at the Univer-
sity of Illinois at Urhana-Champaign 
including Japanese flower ananging, 
dance, and tea ceremony along with 
its Zen aesthetics. Urbana-Cham-
paign is also home to Japan House, 
an authentic Japanese building and 
gardens used to teach Japanese cul-
ture on the prairie, to which Gunji 
Sensei is the director. She describes 
herself as "a jack of all trades .. .I 
have to do everything." 
UNf-St Louis Japanese language 
and literature professor, Beth Eck-
elkamp, introduced the Japanese tea 
ceremony on Friday, November 2. 
This is the third annual tea ceremo-
ny demonstration sponsored by the 
Ei'ichi Shibusawa-Seigo Arai Pro-
tessorship in Japanese Studies and 
the Center for International Studies. 
The demonstration opened with a 
DVD invitation which glossily pre-
sented the entrance into a tea room, 
including visuals from Japan House's 
garden and entryway, set to soothing, 
traditional music . 
Gunji Sensei says that the way of 
tea has been handed down through 
the centuries, being adapted to fe-
male servers and the table only after 
1868 when Japan opened its borders 
to the rest of the world. The fom cen-
tral Zen elements of the tea ceremo-
ny were established in the sixteenth 
century: wa, kei, sei, and jaku, trans-
lated as hannony, respect, purity and 
tranquility. 
Due to the size of the audience, 
Gunji Sensei asked two audience 
Chris Rock 
And then this came along See SEINFELD, page 14 
Danny Reise· SIaIJ PIXJtograpber 
A demonstration of a Japanese tea ceremony took place in Gallery 210 on Friday afternoon. 
members to act as guests in her dem-
onstration. They were first served a 
Japanese sweet of flour and sugar, 
used to enhance the tea flavor, and 
then watched as the tea was pre-
pared. 
Every aspect of the process fol-
lowed precise and graceful move-
ments, many of which have their 
origins in the wanior art, Gunji Sen-
sei explained, holding a ladle like a 
sword. Indeed, the way of tea was 
handed down from the monks to the 
upper wanior class before becoming 
popular with the entire populace. Tea 
was a cultural status symbol. 
After preparing the extremely 
green tea, made of fresh, ground tea 
leaves and hot water from a kettle, 
the server hlrns the decorated portion 
of the tea bowl to her guest before 
setting it in between the guests. The 
first guest bows to ask pennission of 
the second guest who also bows to 
acquiesce. 
See TEA CEREMONY. pagi' 11 
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THEATER REVIEW 
Tidy house and messy lives 
converge in 'The Clean House' 
By CATE MARQUIS 
A&EEditor 
Is this ajoke? Why would a doc-
tor leave his beautiful wife for a 
sixty-year-old woman he just met? 
Because she is his soul mate, the 
person he is destined to love. 
Not laughing? That is because it 
is no joke but the central pivot point 
of a wildly comic yet touching play 
"The Clean House," the Repertory 
Theatre of St. Louis' latest offering 
in its Studio Theatre series. 
"The Clean House" brings to-
gether a Brazilian maid who loves 
jokes but hates housecleaning, two 
competitive but velY different sis-
ters, an aging but fiery red-haired 
woman and a doctor who falls for 
her, all in an unlikely tale of fate, 
humor, love and death that is both 
hilarious and inspiring. 
, Funny, crazy and charming all 
describe the first act of this play. 
Matilde (Rani Geva) is a young 
Brazilian woman hired to clean the 
suburban Connecticut home of Lane 
(Andrea Cirie) and her husband 
Charles (John Rensenhouse), two 
successful, busy doctors. 
The problem is that Matilde is 
not really too keen on cleaning, 
and is far more interested in think-
Lng up jokes. Both her parents were 
great comedians but now that they 
"'~ ... ~.~fl~~()FII't',.fr~~Jpqg~. l~ ..... 
Then, the first guest makes an-
other bow to thank the host before 
turning the tea bowl so as not to 
drink from the most decorated por-
tion. The guest tLUnsthe tea bowl 
around full w·hen retuming it to the 
host. The purpose of the tea bowl 
turning is to always present the most 
decor.ated side to whoever has use of 
the bo\vl so that the artist's work is 
constantly being appreciatecL 
There is a lot of bowing and \11111-
are dead, it falls to her to come up 
with the funniest joke in the world. 
Lane's sister Virginia (Carol Schul-
tz), on the other hand, loves to clean 
house, and is looking for a way to 
fill her otherwise empty afternoons. 
A deal is made and no need for 
haughty Lane to know. 
The second half of the play up-
sets this neat little applecart with 
the introduction of an unlikely other 
woman. 
Charles announces he has fallen 
in love with one of his breast sur-
gery patients, Ana (June Gable), a 
fiery, sixty year old Brazilian beau-
ty with long red hair, a joy for life 
and a deep well of wisdom. While 
everyone 's neat, orderly house is 
turned upside down, the story plays 
out in unexpected ways, both funny 
and touching. 
Sarah Ruhl's modem oddball 
comedy has garnered critical raves, 
a 2004 Susan Smith BJackblU1l Prize 
and was a Pulitzer Prize finalist. The 
play is skillfully directed by Susan 
Gregg, who keeps the comedy pace 
fast and crazy but still gives the au-
. dience time to savor its poignancies 
and underlying wisdoms. The play 
is staged on a spare hvo level struc-
ture that serves as a variety of loca-
tions. 
The cast members all deliver in 
fine form. Lively, likeable Matilde 
is irresistible in Roni Geva's hands. 
ing in the tea ceremony, Gunji Sensei 
SLUm up after explaining each bow 
and tlU1l, After the demonstration is 
complete, Gunji Sensei opened up 
the room for questions. She also pre-
pared more tea and sweets for tast-
ing. Saturday morning, she hosted a 
hands-on workshop on tea ceremo-
nies in Gallery 210. She also per-
forms tea ceremonies at the annual 
Japanese festival at the Missouri 
Botanical Gardens. 
We cannot help laughing along, 
even if she does tell her jokes in 
her native Portuguese. June Gable's 
. free-spirited, talkative Ana charms 
everyone, on stage and off, with her 
open embrace of life and all it offers. 
Andrea Cirie does a fine job with 
Lane, handling the difficult task of 
taking her from a stiff snob to softer 
human being, without striking any 
false notes . 
Carol Schultz finds the comic 
gold in Virginia and she and Cirie 
explore sister issues with hlU1lor and 
truth. John Rensenhouse captmes 
Charles' innocent delight in his love 
for Ana, walking a fine line with 
the character but keeping audience 
sympathy. 
Overall, "The Clean House" is a 
delight and well worth a visit. The 
play explores issues about fate, love, 
humor in the human condition and 
the fragility of life. It sounds like 
heavy stuff for a comedy, but the 
play's almost surreal nature is the 
key to making it all work. Love and 
death have met on stage before but 
not many plays can pull off asking 
you to consider whether laughter is 
the best medicine or if you could die 
laughing. 
"The Clean House" runs until 
November 11 in thelower level Em-
erson Studio of the Loretto Hilton 
theater on the Webster University 
campus in Webster Groves. 
Gunji Sensei brings a Zen scroll 
to each of her tea ceremonies. The 
one on Friday translated to "one life, 
one meeting," a Zen explanation of 
only having this specific experience 
once in our life and the need to ap-
preciate the moment. 
Gunji Sensei explained that the 
way of tea is about "regaining hu-
man enses" and ' piritual enrich-
ment ... for that, boiling water and a 
tea bag won' t do." 
Would you like to: 
• 
• 
• 
Live minutes away from campus and 
public transportation 
Blocks away from your local Star-
bucks, major fast-fOOd, and grocery 
stores 
Have your own backyard, living room, 
dining room, and full basement 
All while living with five of your 
best-friends ... 
Call 314-448-8120 Today! 
No credit check or application fee. 
LEGAL LAUGHS 
BROUGHT TO YOt' BY lJMSL'S NEIGHBORHOOD LAW FlRM 
If you laid all of the lawyers in the world, end to end, 
on the equator ---- It would be a good idea to just leave 
them there. 
I'm beginning to think that my lawyer is too interested in 
making money. Why do you ask? Because my latest bill 
read: For waking lip at night and thinking about your 
case ... $2S.00 
TRAFFIC TICKETS / DWI 989-1492 
• 
LAW O .. F .l C e:S O'F' 
.. KRISTOF'FER M. BOEVlNGL..OH 
A L.IM IT i'.J:i LiAS I!..]"'" C'Qt.< "AN ' 
atural Bf'idge Rd. 203 1 St. Louis, lI,tO 63121 1 3 14.9g9. 1492 I Fax 314.989.1403 i Tickets<1i Boevingloh.com 
'Drawing, drawing' on everyday humor 
By UYAMA UMANA-RoOGERS 
Staff WI·iter 
On the walls of Gallery FAB, the 
gallery in the Fine Arts Building, 
rests the work of a great artist who 
happens to be a comedian. 
Roy Elma Smith is a South St. 
Louis artist and former archeologi-
cal illustrator for the University of 
Illinois. Smith very rarely exhibits 
his work, so his exhibit "Drawing, 
drawing" at Gallery FAB is a special 
treat. These lines that Smith draws 
give form to shapes, to some very 
distinctly funny characters and situ-
ations. These characters and situa-
tions of lead to laughs, but they also 
lead to a lot of introspection and life 
observation. Most times the mes-
sages from the artist are presented 
using tongue in cheek to draw more 
thought and interpretation from the 
viewer. 
The line drawings are ink with 
white-out drawings on colored card 
stock and ink on white card stock. 
While the materials that are being 
used would lead you to believe that 
this is a very simple exhibit, do not 
be fooled. This exhibit is filled with 
adventurous detail and the ability to 
expose the hidden nature of life. 
The artist makes big statements. 
For instance, there is a drawing 
called "Unsupennan" in a caption it 
has "It's a bird, it's a plane, no it's 
just me". In this drawing there are 
four scenes of a regular guy trying to 
perfOlm Supennan's duties but fall-
ing desperately short of succeeding. 
This shows how this everyday person 
is expected to complete complicated 
Supelman-like tasks and cannot do 
it. The viewer is allowed to recog-
nize that the scale of life 's obliga-
tions and a person 's realistic abilities 
can sometimes be uneven. Smith lets 
the viewer know that it is okay to be 
human, 
There are also plenty of satiric il-
lustrations by this artist. Smith seems 
to be making a statement about the 
justice and punishment, or lack there 
of, with "Nine Escalating Punish-
ments (A Pilgrims Progress from 
Shame to a Slap on the Wrist)". Tn 
this illustration the viewer is shown 
some scenes such as a face with a fin-
ger swaying in front of it and the per-
son waving a finger is saying a stern 
"NO! " In a second frame, a person 
gets a slap on the bottom. In the third 
frame, someone gets canned and in 
the fourth frame, the person is in jail. 
In the fifth frame, the person gets his 
hand cut off and in the sixth frame, 
the person gets a hot poker in the eye. 
In the final frame, the person gets a 
slap on the wrist. 
This may make the viewer ques-
tion "Is this what crime punishment 
is reduced to"? 
Roy Elma Smith is a person with 
an eye for taking provocative issnes 
and packaging them into hilmious 
illustrations, His art will be show-
ing through November 17, 2007 in 
the Fine Arts Building located at 20 I 
Fine Arts Drive, ' 
The gallery hours are 9 a.m. until 
9 p.m. To see more of his amazing 
art go to: http://www.royelma.com. 
Find out more about Nursing leadersh ip, Officership and Scholarship opportunities with Army ROTC. 
Call 314-935-5521, 5537 or 5546. You may also visit our web-site at www.rotc.wustl.edu 
Participants 
Wanted for 
SleeR 
Researcb 
Study 
To pa_ icipate you must: 
• Be 18 to 50 years o ld 
• Have no sleep complai nts 
Be in good hea lth 
Be ava ilab le f or f ive consecutive 
days and nights. 
Monetary compensation wiil be provided. 
for more information call1 -888-884-SLEEP 
Sleep Medicine and Research Center • St. Luke's Hospital 
232 S. Woods Mill Road • Chesterfield, MO 63017 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 
Classified ads are free for students, faculty and staff. To place an ad, please send your ad (40 words or less), 
your name, and student or employee number to thecurrent@umsl.edu or call 516-5316. 
Since a single sign-on ID is 
needed to login, TritonNet is con-
sidered to be a fairly secure wire-
less Internet source that is easy to 
install and use, according to the IT 
department. 
In order to use TritonNet, a user 
must have a laptop with 802.11 bl 
802.11 g Wireless Network Adapter, 
PDA with Pocket PC 2003, a Cisco 
VPN Client (provided by UM-SI. 
Louis , and a MyGateway (SSO) 
ID. 
Some of the buildings on North 
and South Campus where TritonNet 
can be accessed include: the Mil-
lennium Student Center, the Social 
Sciences and Business building, the 
Thomas Jefferson Library, the Ward 
E. Bames Library and Oak and Se-
ton Halls. 
HELP WANTED 
Gamestakes.com, a leading entertainment 
website, is seeking one agent per University. No 
se[ ling. Huge income potential. Email now: 
p:aY2rsU@gamestakes.com 
MISCELLANEOUS 
For evidence the universe not only 
expands, but also contracts (disproving Big 
Bang themies) visit http://www.ejdoscher.com 
Looking for a Lawyer? 
Do yOU have a Traffic Violation, DW[, M[P or 
Possession Charge? 
Conta(t Attorney Kris Boevingloh at 
(314) 989' 1492, 
77 17 Natural Bridge Road, Ste. 203 
51. louis, MO 63121 
Located next to UMSL's ca mpus ' 
ADOPT A PET 
Adopt a homeless pet today by visiting our 
websi te. Doggy Doodles Adoptions, Inc. -
Animal Rescue of St. Louis 
httpll:www.doggydood les.org 
31 4-800-41 56 
Free Parking Pass! Enter to win a free 
Parking Permit for Winter 2008 
contad Parking & Transportation @ 
31 4·516·4 180 
FOR RENT 
One & two bedroom apartments 
starting at )425 monthly! Plu, ,(udent 
discounts ! Five minutes from campus! Contact 
Eri ca 314-504-5567. 
Enjoy livi ng with five friends In a 
house just minutes away from campus and 
public transpoitation. Ha~e the benefit of living 
room, dining room, and your own back yard. All 
uti lities are paid for. ( all 31 4-448-8 t 20 
One and two bedroom campus 
apartments nOw available at Mansion 
Hi[ls Apartments large apartments include 
dishwasher, garbage disposal, on-site iaundry 
facilities, pool, UMSL shuttle service,e[c. Spaces 
are filling up fast iOf January, Cai[ Today! 
314-524-3446. 
~ 
Commencement 
at the MARK TWAIN BUILDING 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15 
10 A.M .. College Df Nursing 
- College of Education 
-College of Fine Arts & Communication 
- Bachelor's in General Studies 
- Bachelor's in Interdisciplinary Studies 
- Master's in Public Policy Administration 
2 PM. - College of Arts and Sciences 
. School of Social Work 
- Master's in Gerontology 
6 P.M. . College of Business Administration . 
. UMSlJWU Joint Undergraduate 
Engineering Program 
- UM-Rolla Engineering Education Center 
"It was a lot easier to' set up," 
said Trish Detwiler, sophomore, 
accounting. "Vlhen I downloaded 
wireless last time, I had to put in a 
lot of information, and this time, I 
didn't realty have to put in anytl1ing. 
It's much easier to access Wi-Fi," 
Before accessing TritonNet, us-
ers must first configure their com-
puter for wireless access and then 
download and install the Cisco VPN 
client for access to network storage 
such as the K drive. 
To register with the new wirdess 
network, visit http://\\'W\v.portal. 
ull1sl.edu. For users having trouble 
accessing TritonNet, contact the IT 
Help Desk at 314-516-6034. 
The Current wants you! 
Now Hiring for: Assistant News Editor 
and News Writers 
If you are interested in covering can1pus news, please 
bring a cover letter and resume to The Current 
office at 388 MSC or email us at thecurrent@umsl.edu. 
Student IJi!] 
00 Sitters 
Make $10 per Hour 
or MORE! 
www.student-siUers.com 
LUCAS 
HUNT 
VILLAGE 
APARTMENTS 
j\JIEDIIJl\13 TOPPIN(; 
$8.99 
LARGE 2 TOPPING 
$9.99 
Pm" Tax. Deep Dish 11. 00 Er.Jro.. Delivery Chtirge /.I.(OJ' AppJ" 
Ii 
ShLdent; DiscQUnfs 
1 8roRooM $425.00-$450.00 
2 IlEoROOM $505_()().$530,00 
WWW.PROEQUITY.COM 
3 Medium $5.55 each 
see store fo r details 
8"Pizza, Bread Jt em,&20oz 
Soda $7.99 
valid after 9pm 
OPEN LA Tf NIGHT 
JOIN THE VILLAGE PEOPLE ••• 5303 LUCAS HUNT DRIVE 
ST. LOUIS, MO 63121 
314-381-0550 
C~LL 
31.4-38 9-30 3 0 
We've been expecting you! 7240 Natural Bridge 
(Located at 1-70& Lucas Hunt Road) 
November 5, 2007 
CURRENT CARTOONISTS 
SCONEBOROUGH 
nttS :rs wn IN<;. RIDu: tJLOUS, 
\"e H,W" TO G&T R"" oF-
'T1lJOS" &ft 'S'tS. 
Margaret & Hooray 
SUPER! 
"Sconeborougb" is drawn by Current cartoonist Elizabeth Gearheart 
, , ~~8 ) q~~, ' 
~\,OOO\~ 
\.Jh .,. CPA?I Yo..' were.n'+ 
reo.\\y S\A(Xhea. to je t 
thO-+' A k'\3 ht) Ne.w 3 dtre: 
1000 jLl-V\1 rs 
/ ~Y1 +-he 
jumr-
fOpe\ 
"Margaret and Hooray" is drawn by Current cartoonist Cody Pertdns 
"Super!" is drawn by Current cartoonist Anthony Fowler 
Shakeia's Hair Saloll by Sherry Holman "r Shouldn't Have Asked" 
Let me. see.. I prob~ 
my fingernails to get the cap "!.t/ 
.~---~ I --l '-.-, 
~ 
"Shakeia's Hair Salon" is drawn by Current cartoonist Sherry Holman 
,. __ ----.--.-.--.--.-___ ... Grab a friend and enter to win 
I NOW PRONOUNCE YOU 
ADIWI SANDLER KEVIN JAMES CH U CK & LAR RY 
on DVD! 
Theyrestl 
as can be' . , 
bOtdOO 
lcl\ ~'Ie_ 
Stop by 
1IChc Q:urrrnt 
(388 Millennium Student Center) 
with a buddy to enter. 
S sets of friends 
will each win their own DVD! 
Join us Thursday, November 8th at 
Ten14 
(1014 Locust 5t) 
for a party with your best buddies! 
PartiCipate in games to win 
I NOW PROUNCE YOU 
CHUCK & LARRY 
on DVD. 
NO PUIKHASt N(-CES5~Y [0 EMf, o. WIN' 
vOID WHERE ?IIOHi3ll11'D QQ RESlRlCIEP ev lAW 
O l'!'!l (ln1fi per FTlOIl. W lrl flC'.l woO be- roodortl1t se~ oa Mondor, NOrIetn~ 1 2~, 
E~~J. cl p'lI1tC1pP'.11l9 ~fQr" in.l S~ ~~r 
·www.thecurrentonl~ne.com 
Sna hots atjasonlove,com 
ACROSS 
1 Energy 
4 Pursue 
9 Piece of 
legislation 
12 In the past 
13 MTV reporter 
Kurt 
14 Depressed 
1 5 Presiding 
officer 
17 History 
chapter 
18 Gold. in 
Guadalajara 
19 Classic 
comedy 
siblings 
21 Wholesale 
merchant 
24 Old portico 
25 TV Tarzan 
portrayer 
Reflection cookie. 
~g Crossvvord 
26 Aviv 48 With 54- 5 Esteemed 
preceder Across , 6 Do sums 
28 Breathing senescence 7 Appears 
problem 49 2001 Ben 8 Mistakes in 
during sleep Stiller movie print 
31 Sax-playing 54 See 48- 9 Any of three 
Simpson Across Russian 
33 Uno + uno 55 Icicle sites emperors 
35 Dutch 56 Nay opposite 10 Apple center 
cheese 57 Pitch 11 "- the night 
36 Yoga position 58 Gaze steadily before 
38 Diamond 59 Foundation Christmas· 
arbiter 16 UnruJy group 
40 Mind- DOWN 20 Lasso 
reader's claim 
41 Pub orders 
43 Urgent 
warnings 
45 Outlaw 
47 Zodiac cat 
1 Ms. - -Man 21 Solidify 
2 Id companion 22 Hodgepodge 
3 Lap dog, for 23 Chance 
short spectator 
4 Dark purplish 27 Brock of 
red baseball 
t) 21Xl7 King Fe.Julrcs Synd .. Inc . 
29 Sunrise 
direction 
30 Pumps up 
the volume 
32 u_ Lang 
Syne" 
34 Not as big 
37 Grabs 
39 Satisfy 
42 Brown 
ermine 
44 Abillion 
years 
45 Gravy vessel 
46 Plankton 
component 
50 Eggs 
51 Apply lightly 
52 Storm center 
53 Crimson 
Weekly SUDOKU 
by Linda Thistle 
1 7 8 
7 5 9 
3 4 , 7 
8 6 I 2 
6 8 2 1 
I 
9 I 3 4 I 
6 5 3 
2 4 6 
3 5 7 9 
Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way 
that each row across, each column down and each 
small 9-box square contains all of the 
numbers from one to nine. 
DtFFtCULTY THIS WEEK: * * 
-- - - -- --------
* Moderate * * Challenging 
*** HOO BOY! 
© 2007 King Features Synd" Inc , World rights reserved, 
Find the anSWers to this week's 
crossword puzzle and Sudoku at 
• !I 
~ 
• • 
" 
II; 
-'" 
•• 
fI 
•• 
t 
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ARIES 
(March 21 to April 19) 
<y> Yourhones~ continues to impress 
everyone who needs 
reassurance about a 
project, but be careful you do 
not lose patience with those 
who are still not ready to act 
TAURUS 
(April 20 to May 20) 
t5 Pushing others too hard to do things your way could cause 
resentment and raise 
more doubts, Instead, take 
more time to explain why 
your methods will work, 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) 
IT Be more considerate of those close to 
you before making 
a decision that cou ld have a 
serious effect on their lives, 
Explain your intentions and 
ask for their advice , 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) 
~ You might have to 
~ defend a workplace 
decision you plan to 
make, Colleagues might back 
you up on this, but it is the 
facts t hat wi ll ultimately win 
the day for you. Good luck, 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) dl The Big Cat's co-workers might not be Going enough to 
help get that project 
finished, Your roars might stir 
things up, but gentle purrr-
suasion will prove to be more 
effective, 
VIRGO 
(Aug. 23 Sept. 22) 
np Someone you care for needs help 
with a problem, 
Give it lovingly and 
without judging the situation. 
Whatever you feel you should 
know will be revealed later. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
.n. While you are to be admired for how 
- you handled recent 
workplace problems, be 
careful not to react the same 
way to a new situation until 
all the facts are in, 
SCORPIO 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
nt. Rely on your keen Instincts as well as the facts at hand 
when deal ing with a 
troubling situation, Be patient 
Take things one step at a time 
as you work th rough it 
SAGITIARIUS 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
~,.. Your curiOS. ity leads )'< , you to ask questions, 
However, the answers 
might not be what you hoped 
to hear, Do not reject them 
without checking them out 
CAPRICORN 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
vp Be careful not to tackle a problem 
without sufficient 
facts, Even sure-footed Goats 
need to know v,'here they 
wil l land before leaping off a 
mountain path. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan, 20 to Feb. 18) 
/Y'v\ Appearances can 
/Y'v\ be deceiving. You 
need to do more 
investigating before investing 
your time, let alone your 
money, in something that 
might have some hidden 
flaws, 
PISCES 
(Feb. 19 to March 20) 
'iL Your recent stand Or) n an Issue could make 
you the focus of more 
attention than you would 
like, but you will regain yo r 
privacy, as well as more time 
with loved ones by week's' 
end, 
BORN THIS WEEK: 
You are a good friend cnd a 
trusted conf idante, You would 
be a wonderfu l teacher or 
a respected member of the 
clergy, 
(c) 2007 King Features Syn." Inc, 
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C{5J MAYO CLINIC 
SUMMER III 
FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS 
~h£ (!urrrot 
S~I~~~~:D., ji'011! jJ{/8~JO 
Q: What joke did you tell or what 
did you do when you reali zed com-
edy is going to be what rm going to 
do for my care r? 
Jerry Seinfe ld: It was a joke about 
being left-handed and - because I'm 
left-handed. And I was - I kind of 
wrote this thing up and I told it to 
these friends of mine in a basement 
when I was at Queens College in 
New York in , I think it was 1975. And 
I wrote this joke up and I thought this 
sounds li ke a comedy routine to me 
and I asked them if they thought it 
was funny. 
And the joke was that all -- that 
when you ' re left-handed you always 
feel like put down because all things 
that are left are associated with 
negative ideas -- like two left feet, 
left-handed compliment. You go to 
a party. Where did everybody go? 
They left. 
November 5, 2007 
And that was my first joke . And 
they all thought that was really n.Dl-
ny. And I thought hey, maybe I can 
be a comedian. 
Seinfeld is the voice for Barry B. Benson, the main character in 'Bee Movie.' 
... 
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We invite you to explore the Surnrner III Student Nursing Experience 
with Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. This program is for junior-
year students of a four-year baccalaureate nursing program. The 
Sumrner III program is a paid nursing experience that begins in ea rly 
June and lasts for 10 weeks. This is a supervised nurSing program that 
allows stude nts to work alongside an RN Clinical Coach. This program 
also provides subsidized housing for students. 
For more information, and to view a short video about the Summer III 
program, please visit our website or contact: 
Mayo Clinic 
Human ReS<Jurces, OE-4 
200 1st Street SW 
Rochester, MN 55905 
ph: 800-562-7984 
a·mail: summer3@mayo.edu 
Application Deadline: January 15, 2008 
www.mayoclinic.org/summer3-rst 
-
Q: You've devoted yomself pret-
ty full y to standup for your career. 
When did you d cide that you would 
be so particular when it came to pick-
ing projects? 
Jeny Seinfeld: A soon as I was 
making a li\'ing, I realized that. you 
kno".... as a standup comedian it's 
kind of like being a plwllber or a car-
penter. Once you can make a living, 
you don ' t need. you know, I don't 
need them to surv ive. 
But it was really up to my experi-
ence being on the TV show " Benson" 
in 1980 and [ was g iven this terrible 
material to do. And then I got fired 
from the sho''''' because they didn't 
think I was be ing funny enough. And 
I' m doing their matelial. 
Even though I was a young comic 
I still, you know. was velY - kind of 
offended by that predicament. And 
1 go why hould 1 suffer because of 
your bad writing? I ean write for my-
self. So that's when I decided that I 
would only do my own stuff ITom 
then on. 
Q: What would be your specific 
target audience for the Bee Movie? 
And do you think - hov{ does it com-
pare to your past projects like Sein-
feld? 
Jerry Seinfeld:No. One of the 
things I'in most cxcited about and 
how this all kind of came together 
in the end is there doesn't seem to 
be any specific target audience for 
it. We've played it for little kids and 
we've played it for adults -- and col-
lege age. And everybody seems to 
find it funny. 
So - and that's not somcthing that 
like I intentionally did, but you just 
kind of hope to get that result. And 
it was kind of the same thing with 
Seinfeld. We were really just writing 
for us and friends of ours. 
And at this point now I find that 
the show appeals to a lot of differ-
ent age groups , and even different 
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Vanessa, voiced by Renee Zellweger, talks with tennis partner and 
would-be boyfriend Ken, voiced by Patrick Warburton. 
nationalities around the world. And 
I think that's because funny is fun-
ny and in the end, people really just 
want to see something funny. 
So I'm very happy that I feel like 
this movie is really a very good com-
panion to the type of humor that we 
did in Seinfeld, in that it's like - if 
you like comedy, you ' ll be able tore-
late to it. And it won't seem like it's 
for kids or for some other group of 
people. 
get a big kick out of making little 
kids laugh. But most of the movie 
was really written for adults and with 
the same kind of mindset that I used 
on the TV shu\-v that I did . 
But we found in the end that kids 
really somehow get into it anyway. 
They - I guess it's because of the 
character. You know, he's a funny 
little looking little character and kids 
like that. 
And I find that kids are sometimes 
Q: Working on this ,------------, more sophisticated than 
people gi\e them credit 
for. So even though I 
didn't really write it 
for kids, we're get-
ting a great re-
sponse from kids. 
project with people 
like Renee Zellwe-
have been in 
a lot of ma-
jor movies 
- what was it 
like doing that? 
, We were real(,v just 
writingJor us mld 
friends oj OU1·S. 
" -Jerry Seinfeld And did you get 
any fun like mov-
ie-making tips ITom 
them or anything? 
Q: About the 
Cannes Film Fes-
tival this year and 
the dressing up as the In regards to sc ript 
bee and all the promo-
writing for 'Seinield' 
Jerry Seinfeld: We 11 
this isn't, you know, like the kind of 
movie that they have done before. 
Thcre's no sets, you know. There are 
sets, but they're in the computer. So 
you 're really just kind of standing 
there with the person in a recording 
booth doing the scene. 
So - but most of these movies 
aren't made with the actors record-
ing together and that was something 
that I insisted upon because I like the 
feeling ofhvo actors being together. I 
feel like the scenes sound differently 
than when they're recorded separate-
ly and then just edited together. 
But Matthew is a friend of mine, 
so I really just wanted him to be in it 
because we have a lot of fun hang-
ing out. And Renee I've also known. 
And she's like - has a great sense of 
humor. So I usually cast people just 
because I think they 're funny and nm 
to hang out with - and ifI think they 
can do the part. 
But to me, a part of it is also just 
having fun because I - well I didn't 
really take it too seriously because I 
figured it's just a cartoon. But in the 
end, it ended up being that they were 
perfect for the parts and did a great 
job. 
So I don't know, I always think 
if you start with the concept of what 
would be fun here. \Vhat could I do 
that would be fun? And then I pick 
people and even pick ideas just based 
on that, and that seems to work out. 
Q: How much control did you ex-
ercise over Bee Movie? Or I guess 
any of your other projects? 
Jerry Seinfeld: I get to partici-
pate quite a bit. I mean, I don't think 
there's anything in the movie that I 
wasn't involved with ITom the script 
to the character design, to the edit-
ing, to the music, to the props, to the 
lighting and the city, the cars [and] 
the sound of the cars. 
I mean, I got into everything just 
because someone's got to do it and 
someone has to say okay this is - it 's 
like a ship and somebody has to be 
the captain. Even if you're wrong, 
you got to go okay we're going that 
way, men. 
And everybody goes okay, that's 
the way. And even if it's wrong, 
someone's got to be the one who 
cranks the wheel. So that was me_ 
Q: Did having kids yourself influ-
ence how you wrote the script and 
how you made this movie? 
Jeny Seinfeld: A little bit because 
I've kind of really gotten Lnto mak-
ing them laugh and figuring out what 
makes them laugh. But - and I really 
tions that you did fiymg 
in that day and everYthing. 
How did that come about 
and what was that experience like? 
Jerry Seinfeld: It was pretty crazy, 
but I kind of felt like I was in - like 
in Hollywood in the 1940's or some-
thing, doing like a crazy publicity 
stunt to promote the movie. But I re-
ally had a great time doing it. 
I don' t get scared by heights or 
imminent death. I just kind of find it 
fi.mny. So I had a good time with it. 
Q: Just how did that idea come 
about? 
Jerry Seinfeld: Oh, it was Jeffrey 
Katzenberg's idea and nobody could 
believe I would really do it. But to 
me, it was just fun and crazy. And at 
the Cannes Film Festival people tend 
to do things like that. 
I don't think I would do it in New 
York at the Tribeca Film Festival. I 
don't think it would be appropriate 
there. But in thaI' place, it was - it 
seemed to be right. 
Q: In your experience with mak· 
ing this film, is it something you 
would like to do again? 
Jerry Seinfeld:l don ' t know. I 
can't really answer that question un-
til the whole experience is complete. 
The audience hasn't seen the movie 
yet. So, you know, as a comedian I 
don't feel like I'm done until I hear 
the audience reaction. And then that 
kind of gives me a sense of which 
way to go. 
So when the movie goes in the 
theaters and 1 talk to people - and I, 
you know - people in New York will 
just stop me on the street and tell me 
what they think. And that will give 
me a better idea of what I shou Id do 
next. 
But I tend to kind of explore dif-
ferent things and then just move on 
to something else all the time. I like 
to try new things. So I don' t know. I 
never make plans. 
Q: Do you enjo~ script writing as 
much as you do actmg? 
Jerry Seinfeld: Oh boy, I don 't 
know. That's a tough one. If you told 
me I could only do one, which would 
I pick? That would be torture. I like 
script writing, but only because I like 
to come up with something and then 
t~~ oh now I'm going to get to say 
this m the scene or for an audience 
And I like acting, but I don 't like 
acting unless I was involved in the 
script writing because I'm very par-
ticular about the material. 
So I think if I could only do One 
I'd probably quit the business be~ 
cause it would kill me. I've bee 
doing both for so long I don't knO\~ 
any other way. 
